Live ’Spartan Roundup’ Televised Tomorrow
Today’s Weather
Todaj’s %%ember calls tor
fair except for niorning fog.
The high will be from 64-74,
the low from 40-48 degrees.
The sun will set at 5:08 p.m.
Piwific Standard Time. The
moon will rise at 3:17 p.m.
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Gridders To Battle UOP in Stadium
KNTV Plans TV Coverage of Parade
By LaVELLE JACKSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Photo by Steve Starr

1

GRAND MARSHALRepresentative Charles Gubser, R -Gilroy,
grand marshal for this year’s Homecoming activities, gets into
the spirit of Homecoming as Mrs. Jean Gordon, his administrative assistant, pins an SJS button on his coat. Gubser was
honored at a banquet at +he Villa Felice Restaurant in Los
Gatos last night.

KNTV, Channel 11, will televise a "Spartan Roundup" of activities this weekend when its cameras make a live, panoramic sweep
of the SJS 1965 Homecoming.
Later tomorrow evening archrivals SJS and the University of
Pacific will battle in the 18th
annual Spartan Homecoming at 8
in Spartan Stadium.
With five cameras and a staff
of 35 situated in front of the
Speech and Drama Building on
San Fernando Street, KNTV will
televise the "largest parade in the
history of SJS Homecomings" from
2 to 3 p.m. tomorrow. The parade
is scheduled to begin at 1:30 p.m.
KNTV’s Jess Marlow arid Lu
Ryden and disc jockey Ross McGowan will commentate the program. The show is being iproduced
by the Drama Department in cooperation with the Instructional

Chess Team

TV Center and Radio-TV Journalism.
"Homecoming ’65A Preview"
will be aired tomorrow morning
from 9 to 9:30 by KNTV. The
special preview of the parade and
game will be narrated by KLIV
disc jockey McGowan, who is also
a senior at SJS.
TAPIA/ PREVIEW
The half-hour taped preview will
contain interviews with President
Robert D. Clark, coach Harry Anderson, Queen Betty Lou Mathes
and her court, Homecoming Chairman Mark Hutchins, Band Director
Roger Muzzy, Grand Marshal Rep.
Charles Gubser, R-Gilroy, and
Alumni President Ben Reichmuth.
Starting point for the parade
will be First and St. John Streets.
The parade will continue down
First Street to the grandstand
area between San Antonio and
San Carlos Streets.
The parade will turn left on
San Carlos and move down Second
Street to San Fernando. It will
end at the campus via Seventh
Street.

Crawford has done similar Felice, honoring Gubser, an SJS
shows for Disneyland, the New alumnus and former frosh presiYork World’s Fair,
President dent.
Johnson’s nomination in Atlantic
Grand Marshal Gubser and his
City and the Pope’s arrival.
wife arrived yesterday afternoon
Congressman Gubser will be in- from Washington for the banquet.
troduced to the crowd by Home- Assemblyman George Milias, also
coming Committee Chairman Mark a SJS alumnus was the featured
Hutchins. Gubser will then intro- speaker ASB Pres. John Hendricks
duce Miss Mathes and present her and Alumni Association President
the Queen’s trophy.
Ben Reichmuth made presentations
"Spartan Round-up" festivities on behalf of their organizations.
began last night with the Grand
Gubser is scheduled to appear
Marshal’s banquet at the Villa tonight at the Seventh Street

Rally at 8 p.m. He will introduce
Miss Mathes, the cheerleaders and
pompon girls.
The rally will be folowed by a
dance in the Men’s Gym at 9 p.m.
The Syndicates of Sound will be
providing the music.
In noting that SJS’ Homecoming
festivities traditionally attract
many alumni back to the campus,
Wes Watkins, ASB attorney general, said, "I hope we can reflect
to the alumni our new attitude on
conduct."

HONORED PARTICIPANTS
Honored participants in tomorrow’s parade will be the Queen
and her court and Grand Marshal
Gubser. Both the Queen and Rep.
Gubser will also be present at the
game with UOP in Spartfm Stadium at 7 p.m. tomorrow.
A special half-time show during
the SJS-UOP Homecoming game
will be highlighted by a unique
fireworks display by Leo Crawkilled the bill probably does not ford.
represent what the students want."
Crawford, a SJS alum, will show
Dr. Rogers suggested the Spar- in fireworks a queen’s crown with
tful Daily or some other organiza- the name Betty Lou Mathes undertion conduct a poll to see if. stu- neath it
dents support the Chess Team
and other campus organizations.

Fund Request Defeated
By One Vote in Council

Although Student Council voted because 13 "yes" votes are needed
12-1 Wednesday to give the Chess to override a Financial Advisory
Team 3150, the measure failed Board (FAB) recommendation.
FAB earlier had recommended
"no allocation" for the Chess
Team.
ASB Vice-Pres. Jerry Spolter
He added, "There is no sYscast the only "no" vote. Five
council members were absent at tematic poll putting student officers in touch with the people
the time of the vote.
At the end of the council meet- they’re supposed to represent."
Acting council chairman, Junior
ing, Jack Groben, junior representative, declared the absence Ftepresentative John Bruclunan,
declined
to vote.
SPACE CENTER, Houston of these members defeated a meas-

Gemini Flight
’Spacewalk’
Called Off

The federal space agency
(UPI)
has decided against a "spacewalk"
for one of four astronauts during
America’s "spirit of ’76" Gemini
flight set for December, it was revealed yesterday.
The ruling came after agency
technicians studied a proposal to
permit Gemini 6 co-pilot Thomas
P. Stafford to leave his ship and
"walk" through space to visit the
Gemini 7 capsule hovering nearby.
The proposal had the support of
a number astronauts. but a lack
of time and the problems of
rigging the pmper equipment apparently were too much.
"There will be no docking and
no EVA (extra-vehicular activity
or spacewalk, period," ki spokesman at the agency’s Manned
Spacecraft Center announced
yesterday.
As it is now planned, the two
spaceships, each carrying two
astronauts, will come to within
and
1(10 fect of each other
pmbably much less -- as they
zip along in orbit at a speed of
five Milet4 a second.
The Gemini 7 ship, piloted by
astronauts Frank Borman and
James Lovell, is scheduled for
blastoff at Cape Kennedy around
Dec. 8. If all goes well, astmnauts
Walter M. Schirra and Stafford
will leave from the same Cape
Kennedy launching pad about
eight days or so later to try to
chase them down in space.

ure which he said had the support
of the majority of council.
Groben indicated he will seek in
some way to re-introduce the
measure, According to its rules,
council may not reconsider a motion of this nature after the end
of the meeting at which the action
is taken.
Groben said, however, he will
seek to re-intmduce the measure
in a different form.
Dr. Arthur H. Rogers, SJS personnel counselor and Chess Team
adviser, said. "The one vote that

Flick Features
Debbie Reynolds
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown,"
ta rring Debbie Reynolds and
!Terve Presnell, will be tonight’s
Friday Flick.
The musieal show concerns a
miner’s (laughter who tries to buy
a place in a society which doesn’t
want her with her husband’s
money.
Music for the show was wiltten
by Meredith Wilson.
A comedy short, "Police,’’ starring Charlie Chaplin, will also be
shown.
Starting time for the films are
6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in TH55. Admission 35 cents.

Special Interviews
Interviews to fill the recently
vacated AS treasurer and senior
representative positions will be
held at 2:30 Tuesday afternoon,
in the College Union.

LAST-MINUTE BUILDINGNumerous SJS students are busy putting last minute +ouches on
the 17 floats that will be entered in tomorrow’s
Homecoming parade. The floats are being constructed at the San Jose National Guard

Armory. Final evaluations of fhe floats will take
place tomorrow af I p.m. immediately before
+he parade begins. The winners will be announced at the game tomorrow night.

Dispel False Image

Homosexuals Seek Equal Socia I Status
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is The final article
of a four part series dealing with the
problems of the homosexual in today’s
society.
By DAVE PROVAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Homosexuals are usually thought of
.is persons who wear long hair and
makeup and present generally effeminate looks and actions.
"But," says Bill Beardemphl, president of the Society for Individual Rights
(SIR), a San Francisco homophile organization, ’This is a false image: these
people don’t represent one per cent of
the homosexual c.ommunity.
’These ’hair fairies’ are younger, inkintile homosexuals, and their public
displays are designed to attract- attention and to pmtest their own inadequacies."
SIR, incorporated in June 1964, seeks
’equal status in the whole social structure regardless of sexual orientation."
"Social activities are an important
part of SIR’s program," says Mike Newton, publications chairman. "We have
rganized conversation and art groups,
tennis, howling, hiking, dancing and

camping groups, and new special interest groups are being organized all
the time.
"The only difference between us and
’straight people’ is sex," commented
Newton. "However, the myths about
us are, unfortunately, believed by many
homosexuals."
PAY SCHOOL TAXEs
’’The homosexual is concerned about
his country and his community," said
Beardemphl. "We pay school taxes even
though homosexuals, in the true sense
of the word, don’t have children. We are
interested in MI:ration for all.
"We have instituted a program to
combat vrneral diseases in homosexuals,
and WV plush for annual checkups at
local V.D. renters," he notes.
Guy St raight , edi tor of "Citizens
News," a paper for the homosexual
community, indicates the feeling of the
homosexual toward the draft in his
column, "Memo to Congress:"
"While others object to serving in
the armed forces, the homosexual, forbidden to serve his country, petitions
you to investigate this injustice.
senrimatellwalliana

"Millions of homosexuals have served
their country honorably over the years.
The idea that a homosexual, per se,
constitutes a security risk is pure hogwash MeCarthyism at its best.
"We petition you to give the homosexual his full rights of citizenship by
allowing him hi serve his country.
"In the meantime, we call for an
immediate end to awarding of undesirable discharges to those suspected of
lying homosexuals who are now serving their country honorably.
"There is NO reason
except
noranee
that can justify the current
attitude of the United States government toward the homosexual."
Financing for SIR comes from membership dues, donations and profit fmm
dances. A small amount of money ift mit
away each month for the eventual acquisition of property to build the organization’s own home.
What is the role of the homosexual
in the future?
Various groups, STR, The Council on
Religion and the Homosexual and The
Mattachine Society, all in San Fran-

else, are working to change the lat.%,
but mnre important, they also are working to dispel thr doubts and fears associated with homosexuality.
"Let us base our dedication on principles which recognize the individual’s
right to pursue his own fulfillment a.s
he gees fit, as long as that personal
accomplishment does not encmach on
the right of others to do the same.
HONEST AWARENESS
"Let SIR, vvhich has come about.
thmugh the need to fill a gap in the
determining of the thrust of the movement, continue to bring an awareness
that honesty in all matters is an uncompromisable virtue."
Investigation reveals that something
is being done to help the homosexual.
Many religious and ClITIC groups
throughout the country are trying to
change antequated laws, the clergy
are at last recognizing a problem and
doing something about it, and the
homosexuals themselves are organizing.
The plight of the homosexual is not
going to change overnight, but changes
will come.

Eolitor
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’Western Dress’ Rule
Revokes 01(1 Decision

Editorial Comment

Editor:

1 find it only mildly amusing that the Academic Council has seen fit to pass a resolution
advocating that the faculty dress in "western
garb" to get with the spirit of Homecoming.
Mildly amusing because the same council
last spring voted down a proposal that the
faculty dress in academic garb to protest low
salaries and inadequate legislative support
for the state colleges. The "dignity" of academia was claimed to be at stake in the latter
instance, but apparently moderation ill defense of Homecoming is no virtue.
But gee, I wouldn’t want to be labeled a
spoil-sport in this all-out effort for studentfaculty-alumni-team rapport. Indeed, I will
gladly agree to drets as the driver of a mule
team on Friday if the members of the Academic Council who voted for this resolution
will agree to dress as jackasses.
James E. Watmon

Spirit of Homecoming

2

What is Homecoming?
In a strict sense, homecoming fler
; curs WileII a person returns to a place
r; where he has previously spent a part
of his life. In a general sense. though,
.thing much more intangible
I. if is s
--an experience which differs in itnportance according to the person, time
; and place involved.
To a student on vacation returning
to hi. !untie for a brief stay, it is a
time
i.it friends, catch up on the
latest gii.sip and enjoy being with his

2

;

To an adult, away from his home
for a number of years, it is a time to
the relatives. renew old acquaintances and relit e memories.
And finally, lit the alumnus returning to his alma muter, it is a time for
reunions. memories and old school
traditions.
es. a homecoming is many things
to) many people--in most cases, a very
pleasant and emotional experience.
Many people wonder why all the
"fuss’ is made over ttttt ecoming
what makes it uniquely important to

so many. What is the underlying "ingredient" that normally makes bailee( tttt ing a "recipe" for happiness?
There are many answersbut the
most important is SPIRIT! If one
has to separate it into component
parts, as in a chemistry formula, he
might characterize it as "enthusiasm,
emotion, feeling, attittitie, inspiration,
heart, frame of mind."
Spirit in college homecomings
often reflected through bonfires, rallies, dances, parties, cheers, pranks
and football games. They are the outward expressions of a person’s joy and
excitement on this special occasion.
The spirit of any homecoming,
though, is something much deeper
than these qualities and forms of expression. It is as old and basic as time
itsel f.
It is the true spirit of the individual himself which determines the significance and importance of returning
to a place where part of a lifetime
has been spent. In other words, "You
only get out of something what you
put into it."

Guest Editorial

A Misdirected Protest
Those who object to the war in Viet
Nam are ’very frustratedthere seems to
he SI) little they can do to end the war.
’reach.ins. marches, speeches, discussions,
and dramatic techniques, sotne bordering
on the ridiculous, have been tried.
The latest effort of protest is the call
to boycott the Peace Corps. It is an arm
ilo ...aloe U.S. government which guides
our participation in the war in Viet Nam.
"The sugar coating on the pill," the Peace
Corps has been termed. The Peace Corps
accomplishes good, the argument goes, but
6 1.6ed to detract attention from Viet
\ ant.
Included in the arguments is the charge
that the Johnson edit t i ll istration is using
the l’eace Corps as a drain to get "use"
DM of activist); and help stop their protest
of the war in Viet Nam.
We olon’t doubt the administration
would he more at ease if the war prolestors decided to use their energy in the
l’eace Corps. However, in terms of numbers. the protest movement is much larger
than ihe ninnber of vohmteers the Peace
Corps could absorb.
110)coming the Peace Corps is like
7 grabbing at straws. When considering its
acti% itics. most people admit the Peace
Ceti,
r%ing a good cause. When con-

sidering its activities in conjunction with
ou’r foreign policy, the Peace Corps can
indeed be called sugar.
We doubt tltat any boycott would
damage the Peace Corps, and we doubt
the boycott will bother the Johnson administration.
Government employees are not the
only ones responsible for the war in Viet
Nam. We are all responsible.
The Daily Californian
California
University
Nov. 3, /965

SJS in Retrospect
5

YEARS AGO

After back-to-back visits to San Jose by
Presidential candidates, John F. Kennedy and
Richard M. Nixon, a student poll showed
Nixon leading by a slim 4 per cent margin
in a straw vote.
JO YEARS AGO

SJS coeds Pat Base, Rheua Nell Chase and
Pat.ti Kaser were vying for Poly Royal Queen
to rule over festivities at the all-male CalPoly campus.
t5 TEARS AGO
Queen Patty Burke, neon-lighted bands,
underground football card bookie ring, and
two closing minute touchdowns that defeated
St. Mary’s 18-6 were highlights of Homecoming.

Assoelate Professor of political science

th-eastern Areas
Challenge Democracy9
SOU

Pork Barrel

Caesar -Style Epilogue
By CARY KOEGLE
I come to bury Lindsay, not to praise
him.
As you know by now, John Lindsay,
Republican nominee for mayor of New
York City, won a solid victory in that
city. A city with a 3-1 Democratic majority.
On the surface, it appears that this
victory has breathed new life into the
Republican partylife for those who only
envision a GOP with a broad liberalmoderate base.
This is what headlines and editorials
across the country have indicated since
the fateful hour when Lindsay’s opponent
conceded defeat.
But the real story lies underneath. Lindsay’s victory was a personal one for him.
He did not carry even his own running.
mates into office on his victory.
He did not spark a general GOP trend
in other parts of the country. And he did
not eliminate the right wing from a posittion of power in the Republican party.
William F. Buckley, a Conservative
party candidate for mayor of New York,
emerged from the contest with the real
key to the campaign meaning.
Buckley came from nowhere to capture 12-13 per cent of the vote in New
York City. His percentage of a mythical
GOP count would be substantially greater.
In defeat, the conservative Buckley
pulled enough popttlar support to reaffirm the power position of conservatives within the Republican Party.
Had he not run or had he captured
a smaller share of the total votes, news
analysts would have been safe to continue
relegating the GOP right wing further and
further toward obscurity.
Buckley, however, has shown that, if
Lindsay can win in his home state as
a virtual independent, he is going to have
to consider and deal with the conservative

faction of the GOP if his ambitions are
toward the White House.
The conservatives are in the Republican party and they are in it to stay. Just
as GOP ntoderates and liberals look to
John Lindsay’s victory as an indication
of a new loa,c to build from, the conservatives see in W illiam Buckley’s 13 per cent
a new position of power.
Be aware, all of you who would rejoice
to see the battle won, for we shall yet
win the war.
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r"Redi-Room"
Dancing Nightly

The Ivy Long-Wing Look

Featuring:

"THE JOLLY
ROGERS"

,KMORE-JARMAN

Ivorywood
Antique Brown
Black
Cordovan

Antique

A -Go -Go
Sunday Session
Starting at 4 p.m.
4240 Moorpark at Saratoga

ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

imiL00.440,A4400
ariNAtireNnA
maimosseempor

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
124 E San Fet.ndo St.
13/tween 3rd 8/ 4th Sts.

1
From $12.97
to $19.97

cuper chew litapt
437 So. 1st St.

292-9071

"American Democracy." This could possibly
be the best means of promoting democracy.
Peterson, if you love your country, question
your government (this is America, after all);
and believe in your country, if you know
without any doubts that your country is

right. Yet, I warn you blind patriotism could
mean the annihilation of you, your country
and mankind.
Reason is said to separate man from the
rest of the animals. Would you have me abandon this distinction or characteristic to prove
that it is wrong?
Don Dansby
A15219

orac-n rod

SUIT
SALE
1/2 OFF

MEANS

FOOTBALL GAMES
nomeconting

FRESHEN YOUR
SUIT SUPPLY
This is the time to freshen up
your suit supply ... while we
feature a special pre -holiday
bonus event. Our complete suit
stock on sale at half the normal
retail price.
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Editor:
The same "democracy" that the United
States endeavors to take to Viet Nam with
150,000 troops has been and always will be a
mere idea of an ideal. Democracy has never
existed as pure democracy in America or any
place else, mainly because it can’t.
Democracy hasn’t existed as pure democracy because it would be a strain on both
individuaj freedom and group survival; therefore the democracy that Peterson (Thrust
and Parry, Nov. 3) would have me die for
in Southeast Asia is a limited democracy.
This is the limited democracy that almost
completely eliminated the American Indian,
which ensalved the Negro people while at
the same time justifying an American Revolution on the premise that all men are created equal.
Every social revoltttion since there has been
society has been characterized by violence.
This includes the Russian Revolution of 1917,
and the Christian, English, American and
French Revolutions as well. Christianity,
Democracy, and Communism, per se, do not
kill; the real killer is man.
For man believes that he himself has become his creations (Christianity, Democracy,
and Communism). When conflicts arise, man
can assert that these conflicts IWO the results
of ideological differences; yet the real conflict lies within man himself.
Southwest Asia is as remote to me as
Southeast North America. Because I am a
Negro I could go to both and my ilfe would
be in danger. In America I live for what I
would not die for; while in viet Nam I would
die for what I don’t live for.
Why is it that the majority of Americans
would die for "democracy," freedom and justice in foreign countries, but not America?
The large amount of prejudice that Americans exhibit towards people that happen to
be different could be one of the answers. I
suppose the concept of freedom of discrimination is also consistent with the American
concept of equality.
I can imagine how convincing it is to a
Vietnamese that the guns that we are shoot.
ing at him will bring him and Viet Nara

292-7611
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Corner of 8th & Santa Clara
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Dragon Dwells in Science Zoo
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The "Second -floor Zoo" on the be a modern-day relative of the growing at the rate of an inch a
second floor of the old science first creature to crawl from the year, is a Golden Indian Monitor.
Also on display is the "Out of
building has in captivity a live sea to the land.
The dragon, teii feet long, but Water Mud Skipper," a four-inch
" ,,nd wh,it might
"Golden
creature that is half -fish and halflizard. It looks like it can’t decide which it prefers.
The Golden Indian Monitor is
one of the smallest species of monitors, which often grows 10 feet
in lerwth and weighs 300 pounds.
The SJS specimen is from North OM India and is under observation
by the 11:ology Department. Little
is known about the yellow lizard
except that it eats smalj mammals
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline
and birds and seems ko be continually exploiting for a way to
escape its glass cage.
The Mud Skipper, from India
and Polynesia gets its name from
its habit of skipping among the
roots of trees in swamps. It respirates through the "plexus" a
tail -like organ which contains caFour Locations to Serve You
pillaries that exchange oxygen for
carbon dioxide. The Skipper iSk a
true fish which is quite common
in the India -Australian waters.

LOWEST

Gas Prices in San Jose

4fh & William
13fh & Julian

loth & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Puritan Oil Co.

294.5544
867-3026 I00 South First
14502 Big Basin \Say
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Twenty Army, Air Force and
FBI agents from the Monterey
Defense Language Institute will
conduct conversations in Arabic
with members of the Arab-American Club today from 10:30 a.m.
until 2 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
Farouk Mawlawi, west -coast director of Arab Information Center will address the club on the
Jordan River conflict related to
the Arab-Israeli conflict at the
meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 11
at 3:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
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Editor Scheer Discusses Viet War
Robert Scheer, Far-East Asian
editor of Ramparts magazine, discussed the formation of U.S. attitudes and values toward the Viet
Nam situation from World War
II until the French debacle at
Dienbienphu in 1954.
Scheer, sponsored by the SJS
Democratic Club, spoke to an
overflow crowd of 200 Wednesday
afternoon in Centennial Hall.
His lecture, first of a three-part
series by the author and lecturer
on the contemporary history of
Viet Nam, included a brief analysis of the country’s history prior
to World War II. Then Scheer
gave a deeper description of Vietnamese history up until the treaty
negotiations between the French
and the Communists in 1954.
Paul O’Farrell, president of the
Democratic Club, described
Scheer’s talk as "academic" in
point of view.
ANALYSIS
"We wanted to present, in a
classroom situation rather than
at a rally -type affair, an academic
analysis of the war and U.S. involvement in Viet Nam," said
O’Farrell. "We felt that the shouting and strict format of rallies,
demonstrations and teach-in.s left
something to be desired."
Scheer, in his lecture, flescribed
U.S.’ attitude toward Viet Nam
as one of unfamiliarity with the
embattled country and its internal
affairs.
Scheer attributed the change in
American attitude toward U.S. involvement to the operation of four
pressure groups which operated
in the mid-fifties in this country.

Title Hopefuls Kept
Exhausting Schedules
The crowning of Betty Lou
Mathes at the Coronation Ball
culminated three weeks of exhausting competition for Homecoming
Queen.
Originally, there were 25 contestants. On Oct. 11, interviews
were given by the judges and a
Judges Tea was given in the cafeteria A a day later
Following the four half hour
teas, the judges narrowed down
the contestants to 10 candidates
who appeared in a fashion show
for the student body Oct, 18.
One of the qualifications each
entrant in the contest had to follow was being sponsored by any
campus living center or organization.
She must also have completed
two semesters of work at any college or university and completed

Swiss Tournament
A five-round Swiss Tournament
will be sponsored by the Chess
Club Thursday in ED414.
Students and faculty members
planning to participate must register by Tuesday in the Activities
Office (ADM242) or with tournament airector Wayne Fields. Fields
maY be contacted at 248-2361 between 8 and 9 p.m.

Ilaarmasacasmoosaraahaarsamo 1

the
abanprove

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and llth

one semester at SJS with a 2.0
average. The entrant couldn’t hold
any off-campus beauty title at the
time of eqtry and must follow
instructions of the contest to the
last detail.
The final elections, for the 10
finalists narrowed down to five
finalists on Oct. 18-19. They were
Linda Eckberg, Betty Lou Mathes,
Lynne Nibbe, Kris Oxsen and Judy
Salberg.

Panel To Discuss
Role of Women
Mrs. Robert D. Clark. wife of
the SJS president, faculty members and students will discuss the
roie of modern women at the
AWS meeting on Wednesday,
Nov. 9.
The meeting will be in Cafeteria
A and B from 3:30-5 p.m.
Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate
dean of students, will be moderator.
Joining Mrs. Clark on the Panel
will be Dr. Jo Ann Martin, assistant professor of English; Dr. Alice
Dement, professor of PsYchologY.
Mrs. Patt Motta, president of
Dames; Miss Kathy Sportello,
member of Spartan Spears; Mrs.
Jeanne Powell, president of Theta
Sigma Phi; and Miss Martha
Brown, member of Alpha Lambda
Delta.
Panelists will discuss "Phyllis
McGinley’s Glory of Housewifery
Vs. Betty Friedan’s Feminine
Mystique-

rtOreiZer...02:0^

s.j.s. homecoming committee
extends its thanks to the

.1
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Crawling Creature
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goings-on in Viet Nam, according
to O’Farrell.
"The lecture will," O’Farrell
said, "describe the change in policy of America and will give alternatives to the present situation
in Viet Nam.

NSF Gives
SJS Grant
For Institute
A summer Institute for Junior
College Mathematics Teachers under the direction of Dr. Lester H.
Lange, professor of mathematics,
will be held at SJS this summer.
The National Science Foundation has awarded a grant of
$39,440 to Dr. Lange to conduct
the six -week session for 36 selected junior college math teachers.
Dr. I.ange and Dr. Gerald Preston professor of math, will teach
a course in linear algebra. Teaching a course in probabilty will be
Dr. Richard Post, professor of
mathematics and education.
The primary objectives of the
Institute, according to Dr. Lange,
will be "to strengthen the participants’ mastery of mathematics
and to improve their ability to
interest students in careers in
mathematics and science."
This will be the third consecutive year that Dr. Lange has directed this particular Institute.

SE Blood Drive
Begins Wednesday;
350-Pint Goal Set
The d n 11
SJS Red Cross
Blood Drive will be held Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Catholic Women’s Center, 5th and
E. San Fernando Streets, AFROTC’
Staff Sergeant Ernesto Ortega.
chairman of the drive, announced.
The drive is sponsored by the
SJS Air Force ROTC, Sigma
Kappa and the Community Service
Board.
Interested students may sign
up for blood donations or obtain
information from booths on Seventh Street and in front of Spartan
Bookstore.
All blood donations are credited
to the SJS Blood Credit Group
and may be used when needed
by any SJS student or members
of his immediate family. The
drive’s goal is 350 pints.
The drive has no connection
with ’the group soliciting blood for
’soldiers in Viet Nam, Ortega
noted.

1011,3NN
YARBROUGH
Tonight 8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets S4.50, 3.50. 2.50
Af: San Jose Box Office
295-0888
40 W. San Carlos St
Snartan M
d sr ay.. anit- a
Tit kW
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The l’izza Hawn is celebrating the birthday of Elias P. Gulicaumle, inventor of
the Pneumatic Pizza and the Electric
Pigeon. l’his gala event uill take place at

the Pizza Haven beginning at 11:30 a.m.
e%ery day from now on. Wow, what a
celebration! Dancing on the streets! Kleig
lights! Wonderful!
If you are unable to attend. call 295-3805
and the Pizza Haven %till .Iclier part of
the excitement tin the form of Pizza,
Cokes and Spaghetti I to you.

ilapp.

Birthday, Elias!

THE PIZZA HAVEN
10th & E. Williams

295-3805

Take a Study Break ! !
at Holiday Billiards

Nurses To Hold
Talk on Medicare
"Implications of Medicare for
Health Workers and Hospitals"
will be discussed today by Frederick C. LeRocker, hospital administrator at Santa Clara County
Hospital and Medical Center.
LeRocker will speak at 1 p.m.
in PER280. His appearance is
sponsored by the faculty of the
SJS Nursing Department.
LeRocker did undergraduate
work at Rutgers University and
received his M.A. degree at the
University of Minnesota.

POOL SNOOKER

BILLIARDS

(All New Brunswick Tables)

Tournament and Mixed League Play

Ladies admitted FREE on Sunday
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY MALE PARTNER

PRESENTS

"MY
0
0

6

.0:444

AL

this ad good for 50c on 1 hour of play

FAIR
LADY"

for their assistance in the
1965 hontecoming program
-00:40500CCI’

point of view, why there was no
national election in Viet Nam, and
what led to the formation of the
National Liberation Front over
there." O’F’arrell said.
The final lecture, also by Scheer,
will deal with present laoliele..; and

EXPLANATION
"Scheer will attempt to explain, again from an academic

San Jose Light Opera
Association

METROPOLITAN ASSOCIATES
OF SAN JOSE

Z000373,2-

Scheer’s next lecture, slated for
Wednesday, 2:30 p.m. in CH226,
will deal with final U.S. re -involvement decisions from 1954
through 1964, just prior to the
large scale bombings and increased
military effort by the U.S. this
year, O’Farrell said.

DIRECTOR ^
MUSICAL DIR
CHOREOGRAPHER
MONTGOMERY THEATER
8:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $3.00.$2.50
WENDELL WATKINS
89 5 First CY 3 6252
Tonight and Tomorrow Night

_HOLIDAY
BILLIARDS
872 FREMONT AVE.
Phone 245-7099

SUNNYVALE

Corner of Wolf & Fremont

4cPARTAN DULY

SALE
BOOKS
UP TO 95,0

OFF

Town & Country \,
j_
Stevens Creek & Winchester
Open Eveninct -.A Sunday
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Revengeful VS Water Poloists Seek Upset
In Aquaball Encounter With Cal Bears Today

Revenge will be the first thought ! for a return match with the Union the mind of the Spartan waterlversity of California.
\ el to Berkeley
The revenge will be for a 10-9
defeat administered by the Bears
1111111111M
when they came to the Spartan
tank three weeks ago, The loss
started a three-game SJS losing
skein that was not broken until
last Saturday,
FEATURING:
The game was won as Terry
Miller tipped in a goal with 15
The Shadygrove Singers
seconds to go in the contest after
Wed., Fri. and Sun.
four SJS goals were called back
due to fouls in the final quarter.
The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
This background set the stage
lor tedoY’s return matzt, which
--Jim Lewis and Trio Mon.
the Spartans enter with a difterent lineup than the last round.
Bill Parker and Mike Hansen
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
,. 1964 regulars who were not
Entertainment
the SJS starting seven against
three weeks agowill team
starts at 9 p.m.
with stand-bys John Williams, Don
Moore, Greg Swan, Steve Moberg
218 WILLOW ST.
and Bruce Hobbs today.
CY 4-4009
Chi2f Cal threat is Barry Weitz,M=N
enberg, who fouled out early in
MEW
by Jam, 8,-,.:011
the first meeting of the two na(45), known
SWITCHING
ROLESSophomore
Steve
Hoberg
tinally-ranked squads.
mainly for his offensive tactics, is shown here defending in fhe
Ken High, Jim Pierog, Jay
UCLA contest last Friday. Hoberg will be in the starting line-up
Southard and Cory Aylor are other
today against California.
Golden Bear standouts.
Besides costing the Spartans the
four goals, fouls played an important part in the last Cal-SJS
tilt, as the majority of the starters for both squads fouled out
VIA
early.
Walton does not think the foul
situation will be as important in
The SJS soccermen will try to contests, tomorrow, when they
today’s contest. "It was more the
referees than the players last shake off the bad luck that has take on the University of the Paplagued them in their last two cific in Stockton.
game," lie explained.
UOP, which is slated to become
a full-fledged member of the
NCISC next year, has a record of
JETS
four wins and four losses on the
season, and boasts a team consisting primarify of South and Central
June 16th
American players.
June 20fh
Forards Leo Pizarro and Juan
According to Mery Smith’s pre- host to the Northern C:alifornia Flores, and halfbacks Erwin GueJune 22nd
at
’ season calculations, Spartan cross- Cross-Country Championships
vara and Ciro Santamaria are
Return ANY date
country runners should be hitting the Santa Teresa Golf Course.
rated by SJS coach Julie Menensquad
has
However, Smith’s
their stride today when they play
dez as the Tigers’ outstanding
of
schedule
progressed way ahead
performers.
York
to date, making them the overThe Spartans were the victims
the
to
annex
whelming favorite
$563 From San Francisco
of some unfortunate breaks
meet title.
against Cal, and these proved
Stanford, rated as the top con- costlY as they lost 2-1 even though
tenders to the Spartan hopes, fell they controlled the ball during
STUDENTS!
before the balanced Spartan seven most of the match.
FACULTY!
in both the Sacramento State InMenendez praised halfbacks Hap
ALUMNI!
vitational and a dual-meet be- Sermol and Jean-Pierre Canabou
FAMILY!
tween the teams.
for their defensive work, emphaOne Appearance
The Spartans have also beat sizing that Canabou is just a
Only!
Sun. Nev. 7
California this season, while Uni- sophomore and should he a great
s F Civic Aud.
8 p m All
meet’s help to the team during the next
versity of Pacificthe
Seats Reserved
two years.
other entrydoesn’t pose much of
4.00, 3.50, 2.50
Menendez also said that fullback
On Sale Now!
a threat.
S.F. Downtown Ctr. Bos Offic, Mason
Heros Esrailian, who missed the
St , PR S-2821. Oakland
San Jose.
The Santa Teresa Course is 10 Cal contest because of a badly cut
Boa offic
San Jose Shorrnan,Clay
SJS
(Mail Orders to S.F. Dwnhvn. Ch.
miles south of the campus on forehead suffered against USF,
Roc Off.Please Send SelhAddressed,
LIBRARIAN
Stamped Envelope with Order).
Highway 101. Smith has organized will be ready for the UOP game.
294-6414 Ext. 2702
Goalie Frank Mangiola sustained
a car caravan to meet which will a hair-line fracture of the nose
organize in front of the Men’s Gym against the Bears, but will be at
at 2:45 p.m.
his usual post tomorrow.

r&Books

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK
"
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Europe ’66’

Booters Seek To End
Misfortune Tomorrow

TWA

Fast -Developing Harriers
Favored in Today’s Meet

DEPARTS
ro
ew

$331

JOAN
BAEZ

Contact
Joseph I’. Lill

NOW!

opportunities Pan
with American
PETROLEUM CORPORATION
()NE OF THE LARGEST EJULORATION AND PRODUCING COMPAN1 ES IN NORTH AMERICA - AN AFFILIATE OF
S TANDAFtD 0 L COKPANY ( INDIANA)

EXPLORATION GEOLOGISTS

November 10

Seniors and graduates for challenging, rewarding careers
ploration

geology.

in ex-

Pan American is one of the more progressive

and successful companies in the exploration for oil and gas.

EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS

THE CITY OF OAKLAND INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS MONDAY. NOVEMBER 22
FOR

$583-$644

Junior Accountant
Junior Engineer
Patrolman
Recreation Director

676- 746

663- 707
525- 655

CONTACT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT

STATE MEAT MARKET

CY 2-7726

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

2 ib,.89e

GROUND BEEF
PORK CHOPS
BEEF STEW MEAT
LAMB RIB CHOPS
Plen+y of FREE

16.88
65
16.780
PARKING

Wholesale tr. Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

iljtep the qame
cup, a Chap-Spoiled cteak
New lorl, au Neal.
Extra I :iit
Sirloin
Club Steak
T-Bone Steak

S2.95
3.95
2.75
2 25
3.50
1.35

Small Steak
Served with Bowl of Chili, Green Salad, Potatoes,
French Bread and Butter.

Cold Beer or Wine Available
Open 24 hours Fridays and Saturdays
Free parking

at

38 S. 3rd St.

Al’s & Earl’s

cteak tientoe
72 E. Santa Clara Street

aisfier’s
i;e

Judo Meet Tonight Against Alumni
The three-time NCAA champion!
SJS judo team begins 1965-66 competition tonight at 7 against an
alumni team headed by many of

the past national champions coach
Yosh Uchida has produced.
The meet will be in the judo
practice mom of the Men’s Gym,
with all students invited.

RAND

"Authentic Repp"
for
San Jose State

SHANGRI LLAMAS
A new breed of shoe so relaxed you have tu tie it on.
But once on you’re off in hand rubbed black or mulberry
Shangri Llama calf. Rand Shoes $12.95 to S20.95.

November 10

Have a Happy Homecoming and "Tie up the
Tiger with your authentic S.J.S. Repp."

Seniors and graduates with majors in GEOPHYSICS, PHYSICS,
Designed by Ld Mosher (S.J.S.

MATH, and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING for important positions in exploration geophysics.

’52) A Mo5her’s Ltd. oxclusivo

The geophysicist has a respon-

sible role in Pan American’s operations.

Gold Repp

Stripe, Feathered in

White on

Navy Ground.

Descriptive folders and applications are avaiiable at the Placement Center. Sign up for an interview and see what Pan American can offer you.
Budget not up to Rand. young man7Ask for Randcraft Shoes $13.95 to $10.95.
yo.01,1n.t
to tin in iiiir shoes?MostotArnettca is. International Shoe Co.,Sti LouisiMo.
Available at these fine stores:

PAN Am ERICAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION

287 S.
3117

AN

s,

Baron’s Shoes
Taaffe St., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Seward’s Shoes
Meridian Road, Can Jor,

California

Felix’s Shoes
2057 El Camino Real

Santo Clara, Calif

Sun Jose Slate’s Tradnimud ,Shops
corner 3rd & San Fernando Streets
also Toun & Country Village

* * *

Face UOP in HomecomIng

Friday. November 5. ’065

SPARTAN DAILTS

Spartan Gridders Seek Fourth Straight Victory
By JEFF STOCKTON
Daily Sports Editor
Football fans will see something
new in tomorrow night’s Homecoming contest at Spartan Stadium between SJS and the Univiersity of Pacific
an extra
ambulance.
The Spartan gridders, with two
stars declared out for the season
this week, and several others ill
or injured, will limp to battle
against the Tigers.

Coach Harry Anderson’s crew,
seeking its fourth straight win, will
go with the same high scoring
backfield that de f ea ted New
Mexico 27-7 last week.
Quarterback Ken Berry, only
Y2 yards away from the 3,000 yard
career passing yardage mark, will
be throwing into the UOP secondary to flanker Ben Ward, split end Steve Cox, and tight-end
Harry Kellogg.
The Spar t an coach termed

ERROLL GARNER
"The man for whom the piano was invented"

FRI. EVE. NOV. 19
at 8:30 at San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $4.50, $4.00. 53.50, $3.00, 5.250
On Sale at WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE
in Sherman Clay (Downtown) 89 So. First St. 293.6552
With Mail Order, Send Stomp.d addre,sed envelooe for ticket return.

Berry’s performance against N
Mexico last week as "fantastic."
"He did a lot of things YOU
just don’t coach into a boy like
when he dodged two tacklers and
found Kellogg alone in the end
zone for a 35 -yard score," Anderson added.
HARRAWAY STARTS
Charley Harraway will start a
fullback and Bob Parlasca, sick
this week with tonsilitis, will open
at halfback.
"We hope to run and thrm
against Pacific, but it all depend
on our blocking," Anderson re
marked.
The interior offensive line 1,,
SJS is composed of tackles Ri),
Lychak and Roy Hall, guards
Moore and Chuck Rogers, and cell
ter Lindsay Hughes.

We are waiting to serve you this Homecoming Weekend
with gourmet dishes that have no equal in San Jose. Park
your ear in our own private lot and route in, relax, and
enjoy the delightful atmosphere of Bohannon’s.

CY 2-1266

1401 So. 1st

A BIG "WELCOME HOME!"
to San Jose State Alumni
from THE WARDROBE, Store for Men, Headquarters
Famous Name Brands of Fine Men’s Wear.
SANTA CLARA ST. at SECOND

for

is also the top scorer on the team
with 42 points on seven touchdowns.
The SJS defensive unit will key
on UOP’s passer, Tom Strain.
Spartfm linebacker Eb Hunter proclaimed that "we’re playing more
as a unit now and will be tougher."
Anderson will go with his three
hard-rushing defensive linemen,
Martin Baccaglio, Mike Christenson, and Fred Heron.
Starting at linebacker will be
Steve Arnold, Mel Tom, Bob Davis,
and Hunter. Arnold says that "we
reached a good point during the
New Mexico game but our tackling
was poor."
Replacing the injured John
Travis in the SJS defensive backfield is Rich Lachapelle. The other
halfback will be Jim McGuire.
Rich Watts will start at strong
safety and Dennis Parker will perform at the other safety spot.
ENTRIES DUE
All intramural b o wl i n g and
Little "500" bicycle race entries
are due today at 3:30 in MG121,
and applications for the annual
"Turkey Trot" on Nov. 23 are
now available, according to intramural sports director Dan Unruh.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates
or
Rent To Own
401MIredreteanei,X5
BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170 South Second
Phone 286-2610

1,11 hack Bob Perla:, who will
start tomorrow night for the Spartans, sat on the sidelines with
tonsilitis. The only offensive halfback the team had for practice
on Wednesday was Bobby Trujillo.
Linebacker Mel Tom was also
sick but will start against UOP.

ENGINEERS
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Representatives will be on campus November 8 to discuss your
career opportunities with the State of California. We offer
competitive salaries, excellent advancement opportunities, and.
most important, responsible professional engineering assignments.

TOP SCORER
Harraway leads the SJS groun
game with 385 yards in 96 carric
for about four yards a haul. He
PRE-GAME SHOW
Pre-game entertainment for
the SJS Homecoming football
game tomorrow night in Spartan
Stadium will be provided by the
Chatterbox Combo, a singing
group. The show will start at
6:40 and all students are urged
to come early.

WELCOME HOME
SPARTANS

Several SJS Gridders Injured
Wednesday was a bad day for
workouts at Spartan Stadium for
the varsity football squad as coach
Harry Anderson’s gridders came
down with injuries and the flu.
Rick Gaul, defensive halfback
and offensive flanker, suffered an
injury to his knee.

CIVIL ENGINEERS--Opportunities in transportation,
structures, and hydraulics.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS--Opportunities in power
and control systems.
Age

STEVE ARNOLD

will start at linebacker for the Spartan gridders
tomorrow night when SJS tangles with the University of Pacific.
The SJS coaching staff says that Arnold is one of the steadiest
defensive performers.

Cal Poly Tallies Early
As Spartababes Lose
Cal Poly ISLO) scored three
quick touchdowns in the first quarter and then coasted behind the
running of Wayne Monaco to
trounce the SJS frosh 31-14 yesterday in Spartan Stadium.
The Mustang freshmen led 25-14
at halftime and scored the final
touchdown in the second half on
a 71 -yard punt return by Monaco.
The Spartababes tallied their
touchdowns on a 95 -yard kickoff
return by halfback Danny Ander-

.111i.maeu were on a 50-yard pass
from quarterback Ed Roseboro and
a 31 -yard run from scrimmage.
He also hail another tally called
back.

Horde Wins 6-0;
Finals on Monday
Red Horde shocked Saces 6-0
Wednesday, to earn the right to
face Me and Them in Monday’s
intramural independent league
football finals.
The Horde, which had lost to
Saces 28-0 during regular season
play, racked up its lone six-pointer
on a pass from Dave Long to Bill
Fisher.
Me and Them, which went
through its "A" league schedule
without a defeat, knocked off "B"
runner-up Moulder Hall 19-0 in
the other semi-final contest.
Lou Basile tallied two touchdowns for the winners, scoring one
on a pass reception and the other
on a run.

FRATERNITY CHAMPS
ATO edged SAE 6-0 yesterday
afternoon to capture the Fraternity League football thle.
The Ttius scored on a touchdown pass from quarterback
Bill Ardis to end Banos Brannon.
son in the first quarter and a
blocked punt recovery in the end
zone by fullback Jeff Baker in the
second period.
Quarterback Russ Munson received a hard rush by the visiting
frosh squad. He was thrown for
46 yards in losses.
Spartababe coach John Webb
attributed the losses to ineffective
blocking by the offensive line.
Munson completed three of
eight passes for 17 yards. In the
second half reserve signal -caller
John Dyer hit for nine in 12 tries
for 52 yards but couldn’t get
across a score.
Anderson picked up 32 yards
rushing on 14 carries while Baker
gained 27 yards in 11 rushes.
Other tallies by the Mustangs’

MECHANICAL ENGINEERSOpportunities in power
and control systems.
MAKE INTERVIEW ARRANGEMENTS
AT THE PLACEMENT CENTER
Brochures are available at the Placement Cenfer.

This week’s BIG Safety buy at your

GOODYEAR SAFETY CENTER
BRAKE...
FRONT END
SPECIAL

$

95

Five critical safety service*
Check brakes, adiust
for proper contact
? Add brake fluid,
test entire system
Repack front
wheel bearings
Align front
end, correct camber,
caster, toe-in
Adjust steering
Rotate all 4 wheels

Take your car where the expetita are I Pay as you rlde

NEW GOODYEAR

WHITEWALLS

2 FOR 22
All -Weather 42 Nylon
Tubetype 6.70-15 Plus
Tax and Two Tires

THREE-SPORT STAR
Cross-country mentor Me r v
Smith was a football, basketball
and track letterman at Modesto
High, ranking third among letter
winners in his four years there.
At Modesto Junior College, he
was a member of the nationallytouted 1956 Modesto track squad,
but broke his leg and was out of
the 1957 season.
He next came to San Jose State,
being an end on the varsity foot 1,d1 ,ei HI of 1957 and 58.

17 Jewel
Wrist Watches
Your Choice
Ladies’ or Men’s

$1188
Your choice of famous Clinton Watches in gold or chrortlal
tone with white or black dial face. Ladies’, silk cord with
clasp; Men’s, matching leather strap. Shock Resistant. Imported. Waterproof*.

Ya’ Gotta Have Hope!

*As long as case, crystal. and crown are intact.

Miles & Miles of HOPE ...
Vigorous V-Neck
Chests broaden, shoulders square...in this
plush-touch pullover by Lord Jeff. 65% imported
Wool plus 35% baby kid mohair give it the long
silken nap. And the colors are vigorous, too.

Baggy Shag by
OPEN
MONDAY
AND
THURSDAY
EVENINGS
UNTIL 9

LORD JEFF

$18.95

Diu,
&H

GREEN
STAMPS

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Joss
Sin. 1925

MANY OTHER LORD JEFF SWEATER STYLES FROM S16.15

Something wonderful happens
when 111111
Mal
his
latest rood discovery.
Travel with him on el’ery
step of the way
he led over 70.000.000
telerision viewers MI the
twice repeated network (NBC)
showing of his memorable
junket of joy for our boys
in Vietnam. Recorded during
actual performances at I .S.
Military bases in
HUM,
i’hailand, Korea, etc.

muintoi s

It’s Bargain Time!

11011
HOPE

$

922 ,,-."1,1,T,;1,1

ELECTRIC
WALL CLOCK

MM. 11111M

E

ROM" "Th
.

111E

111

Ebony "wrought-iron" finish in molded polystyrene. Brass color hour-markers and bands.
UL approved. American made.

Additional Clocks $3.98 Each
LIIAAt

CADET LP4046

There’s a World of Excltensent on CADET Records
(Chess Prod. Corp., Chloaso,

60(r L.)

A eane

Corner 3rd & San Carlos
Phone 298-3060
Easy Terms

1
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SJS Receives Grant

All Interviews are held in the
Placement Center, ADM234. Appointment isignups begin on Turadays for compa.ny interviews the
following week. January grads
may obtazin further schedule Information at the Placement
Center.

of their teaching and prep:II CS them to instruct fellow
teachers in the latest trends in
mathematics.
Dr. Max Kramer, professor of
mathematics and education and
director of the institute, estimates
that graduates of the past two TODAY
academic years have trained 5,000
Hughes Aircraft Company: electeachers in their school districts. trical engineering, physics at M.S.
level, electronic interest, physics
t
at B.S. level with industrial electronics majors for positions in re(Paid Re:)q),,us Acivertiserner1)
search, design, development, analysis in the fields of satellites, missiles, radara, computers, microWith fatherly wisdom King Solomon advises a son,
waves, semi -conductors, nucleon"Keep your heart with all diligence, for out of the heart
ics, lasers, masers, plasma physics,
are the issues of life." (Pi verbs 4:23) The "heart" as
electron dynamics, thermo-dynarnthe Bible uses the term, makes reference to the inner man,
ics, materials science, field engito the deepest center of being and personal identity within
neering, engineering writing, etc.
us. It is from the heart, the Bible says, that all issues of
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male or
life pour forth, like water from a spring.
female. Arca of work is Los AnA look at human society and the people around us
geles.
forces the rational individuals among us to agree with the
Prophet Jeremiah: "The heart is deceitful; above all things
and desperately corrupt; who can understand it." (JereBe Sure to Hear
miah 17:9) Jesus Christ said, "Hear and understand: not
what goes into the mouth defiles a man, but what comes
in Person
out, this defiles a man.... Do you not see that whatever
goes into the mouth passes into the stomach, and so passes
on? But what comes out of the mouth proceeds from +he
hear+, and this defiles a man. For out of the heart come
evil thoughts, murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false
witness, slander. These are what defile a man." (Matthew
15:10-20)
Does this diagnosis reveal that you have a case of
heart +rouble? Jesus Christ, the great Physician, specializes in heart surgery and rebuilding of +he inner man. It is
He who says, "I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you
shall be clean from all your uncleannesses, and from all your
The exciting and the
idols I will cleanse you. A new hear+ I will give you and a
new spirit I will put within you; and I will take out of your
most sensational
flesh +he heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh.
NEW GROUP
And I will put my Spirit within you and cause you to walk
IN THE
in my statutes and be careful to observe my ordiBAY AREA
nances ... " (Ezekiel 18:25-27)
God charges no fees for His self-giving love: rather
Appearing this
He has paid the full price Himself that you might be
healed: "If any one is in Chris+ he is a new crea+ion, old
FRIDAY AND
things have passed away behold all things are become
SATURDAY
new ... for our sake the God has made Jesus Christ to be
sin for us, He who knew no sin, so +hat in Him we might
at the
become the righteousness of God."
(2 Corinthians
(:ONTINENTAL
5:17-21)

Funds amounting to $156.900
have been granted to SJS for its
fourth academic year mathematics
institute.
The grant for the 1966,67 academic year was made by the National Science Foundation.
The SJS institute, one of 60
nationally, helps secondary teachers of mathematics improve the

Heart Trouble?

LIL
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Contemporary Christians

Box

ROLLER BOWL

on Campus

MOO Martin Ave.
Sao t a CI a ra

I 791 Palo Alto, California
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ANNOUNCEMENTS III
VAUGHN’S PREHOLIDAY SUIT SAI
r
4th S

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

PERSIAN -CARPETS.
r S.
295 9813

TODAY
International Students’ OrganiMilsie 161, IOCzation, 3:30
titre and demonstration on jazz.
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m., CH
239, regular meeting.
TOMORROW
Extenders: Agnews Volunteers,
8:45 a.m.. in front of Big Dipper
on San Fernando, regular meeting.
Theta Sigma Phi, 10 a.m., Cafeteria, for pledge, candidate reception. All members must attend.
SUNDAY
Newman Choir, 8 p.m.. Newman
Center. 79 S. Fifth St., all students interested in singing are
welcome.
Tri-C, forum 9:45 a.m., seminar
5:45 p.m., Third and San Antonio,
regular meeting.
Chi Sigma Epsilon (Secretarial
Flonor Societyl, 3:30 p.m., Engr.
346B, regular business meeting.
MONDAY
MONDAY
State of California (Per/sonnet
Humanists on Campus, 7:30
Board): chemical engineering, elec- p.m., (.11119, guest speakee.
trical engineering and mechanical
Balkan Folk panel’

il.S. Steel Corporation: engineering except chemical engineering,
physics, math, statistics, chemistry, accounting, business administration, other than sales for positions in management trainee positions in engineering, metallurgy,
industrial engineering, production
planning, personnel, accounting,
operations research and line operating management. Must be a
U.S. citizen. Male or female. Area
of work is open.
Crown Zellerbach Corporation:
marketing, business administration, liberal arts for sales and sales
administration and accounting majors for position.s in sales, sales administration, accounting. Must be
U.S. citizen. Area of work is the
West Coast or Bay Area but must
be willing to relocate.

water resources. Male or female.
Area of work is statewide.
Procter and Gamine Distributing Company: liberal arts or business majors for positions in sales
leading into sales management.
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male only.
Area of work is northern California.
Defense Contract Audit Agency:
accounting majors for positions
in auditor trainee for performance
of contract audit (at mfg. concerns, research organizations, colleges anti universities for the department of defense I. Must he a
U.S. citizen. Male or female. Area
of work is Denver. Seattle, Salt
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HOMECOMING GAME

Vie Paittp9

1.78 S. 10th St., SAN JOSE
_

Eng7necrs and Scientists:
Let’s talk about a career at Boeing...
50 -year leader in aerospace technology
Campus Interviews Friday, November 12
The most effective way to evaluate a company in terms of its potential for dynamic
career growth is to examine its past record, its current status, and its prospects
and planning for the future, together with
the professional climate it offers for the
development of your individual capabilities.
Boeing, which in 1966 completes 50 years
of unmatched aircraft innovation and production, offers you career opportunities as
diverse as its extensive and varied backlog. Whether your interests lie in the field
of commercial jet airliners of the future or
in space-flight technology, you can find at
Boeing an opening which combines professional challenge and long-range stability.
The men of Boeing are today pioneering
evolutionary advances in both civilian and
military aircraft, as well as in space programs of such historic importance as
America’s first moon landing. Missiles,
space vehicles, gas turbine engines, transport helicopters, marine vehicles and basic
research are other areas of Boeing activity.
There’s a spot where your talents can
mature and grow at Boeing, in research,
design, test, manufacturing or administration. The company’s position as world
leader in jet transportation provides a
measure of the calibre of people with
whom you would work. In addition, Boeing
people work in small groups, where initiative and ability get maximum exposure.
Boeing encourages participation in the
company-paid Graduate Study Program at
leading colleges and universities near
company installations.
We’re looking forward to meeting engi.
neering. mathematics and science seniors
and graduate students during our visit to
your campus. Make an appointment now
at your placement office. Boeing is an
equal opportunity employer.

13sh St. 298.7403.

PERSONALS 171

A MOTORCYCLE? Then get
ENDURO. S.A.E. 40wt. motor oil. Convenient 6.pack of 6 oz. cans $1.75. Call
298.7765 aft. 4:30.
COUPLE TRAVELING ABROAD.
in spring. Seek couple
,,mmer. Exchange care of
cr
292-2850.

bc. food. 117

PHE FROG EMPHATICALLY REITERATES. I qet my laundry done at home."

CLASSIFIED RATES

3

SERVICES 18/
-Minimum
Two lines
One time
Ilines

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
$1.00

51.50

TYPING SERVICE - East San Jen.
258-4335.

AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chet Bailey. 2E16 5386. 449 W. San

$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pica

5 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

nlectrir.. 243.6313.

.50

.75

1.00

Print you ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Lech Line)

Carlos.

1

TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
’,mi. Jo Vino, 378.8577.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS: Boys or girls.
1. fitting, designing 81 tailoring.
242.7861.

EXPERIENCED TYPING DONE. Will edit
-n request. E. San Jose. 293.1083.
TYPING IBM ELECTRIC. Call 8 a.m. to
243 124a.

rl Announcements (i)
u Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
n Help Wanted (4)
I -I Housing (5)
I I nst and Found (6)
Personals (7)
LI services (8)
(] Transportation (9)
Name

a perfect place to take
(late for a bite before the

What

k
k

LoST AND FOUND (61

..www10.11

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

student

Vie Patitr9

REWARD: For Ion i hewed orange cat

t .r

Send to Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif.

Enjoy a Good Lunch or Dinner?

2. Color TV. Study room. Rent 535.40
mo. Close to SJS. Large patio. Call 2939877. 596 S. 10th St.

HOUSING (51

FOR SALE 121

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Looking for a NEW Place to

UNAPPD. MALE HSING. Lrq. rms. for

MATURE WOMAN STUDENT TO I IVE

’

COMPLETE HI.F1 SYSTEM

.1="0411101.1.041=11.11

:,.....’,,,,,,"54Witto-44’&4144’

35

--- bath. All elec. kit. Lrq. closets. Snack
Manor. bar. Close. 439 S. 4th. 286.4442.

’4

.1rw)
1,1,-,1
I tit 1 wtnrri 1
64

a

TAPE TRANSCRIBING. Xeros
M 1
Nolan 202 W. Santa
!
786 7A20
INeVING ALTERATIONS. Welkin,’ di,
--a of NnlInge. 69 S. 10th. Phone 20845R8. Gracie Roe.
tiirr,e,

Address

300 Se. 10th

BREAKF kST SPECIAL THIS WEEKEND

ViARD

& BD.

CHFV 11 NOVA SS

Chapel of Reconciliation

r URN. STUDIO APT. 42 S. 8th. $70/mo.
, 18 1429 aft. 2:30.

MIDDLE AGE WOMAN FOR HOUSEMOTHER IN EXCHANGE FOR ROOM

n

Sunday 5:30 p.m. Holy Communion
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Communion
of

called "P:,f-ile."
This rating sheet, like SJS’
,1111‘ lit I’m’ breakfast or lunch or dinner you
111
-Tower List," will t tll pIsifessors if sZ’ A hillier
students think their lectures are ss., will like our prices and, even more, our food.
7t
good tind if their tests att. tail’.
Lake City and major West Coast
between the ,t’Z
The differenc:e
cit ies.
"Prof-ile" and similar rating dorsi- k
Factory Mutual Engineering Di- intents from other colleges is that
juice, l egg, hot biscuit and coffee, only
vision: engineering, chemist r y, the Cal State at I,A booklet marks
majors
for
positions
as
physics
the first time students and faculty "
field engineer - fire protection. have worked together to compile,
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male or ’such a list.
I ,‘
female. Area of work is Norwood,
Students responsible for the pub- s:
Mass.
Unction feel tliis approach is sii- sss
Square I) Company: electrical perior to others since it guar:iii
engineering, mechanical engineer- tees students have actually 11,I
ing or industrial engineering ma- the class and instructor they corn- sz
ment on, provides for sitnilar enjors for positions in design, field
OPEN DAILY 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
vironmental conditions in fillinit
engineering, application engineer- out thy quesiinnnahe and gthil9in
ing and production. Must be a Us. !tees a larger minimum !Tsp.,:
citizen. Area of work is the U.S. ’per praessor.
I’:IitaVot$01.504’.W.41054.$,,,.$444.0145454.104050$410$0545;l4

AND SALARY FOR LRG. ATTRACTIVE RM. IN NICE
0 e1.111.1:30 p.m.) HOME. For young man. Linen furn. 484
S. 13th. 293.2711.
.
ns.;)
DANCE BAND WANTED. FOR NOV. MALE. DOUBLE ROOM. Kit. priv. 267
19.
S. 12th. 297-9679 or 294.3326.
DINNER HASHER
Williams SPACIOUS NEW APT. FOR 3. Split

9,00M
GIRL

MALE STUDENT.
r

MOTOR SCOOTER

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS

11111==1111

HASHER
Et

576r!
.

t64 MG MIDGET.

$75.
mirrnr. C

purchase

SLEEPING ROOM FOR YOUNG COLLEGE MAN. Call 293 4432.
VANTED: 2 GIRLS TO SHARE HOUSE
$250 PER HOUR PLUS COMM. T.,11 or W/ONE OTHER. 293.2320 or 297-7893.

-

.56 CHEV. r

Canterbury:

Trs

pmfessors ai .,lifornitt State
College tit Lips Angeles want to
know him: their students actually
rate them as teachers, they can

Tickets lor the Tuesday and
Wednesday’s SJS Opera Workshop production of Mozart’s ’The
Magic Flute" will go on sale today at I p.m. at the music box
office in the foyer of Concert Hall.
Price is 75 cents with student
body card, $1.25 general admission.
The box office will be open until
5 p.m.

11....M11.1ENIP.141MOKNIMIM

Profs Rated
By ’Prof-ile’

b cos.

’59 TAUNUS. STA. WAG. 2 i

TUESDAY
Student Peace Union, 3:30 p.m.,
CH166, election confirnuition; general meeting and counseling on
alternatives to IA draft :status.
WEDNESDAY
Arah-American Club, Cafeteria
A and B, guest speaker, Farouk
Mawlawrie to speak on Jordan
conflict.

engineering majors for positions p.m., Womercs Gym 101, regular
in chemical engineering-bridges, meet ing.
highways, hydraulic-electrical enRelations Cluh,
Interti:d tonal
gineers, mechanical engineers-- 3:30 p.in (11162 regular meeting.

MARIA CANE CONTRACT. Must sell
HAVE YOU BEEN WAITING FOR A PLEASANT PHONE WORK. Phone-io-r now! Desperate! Call 298.2861.
’60 RENAULT?
NOW! 29’
is and Sat. Sal. 1 OR 2 GIRLS TO SHARE NICE
298-1262 for ap HOUSE. 347 S. 12th St. 297-9205.
MGA SUPERCHARGER, Judso L

cond. Si
.
)
T Birr1
74a- FORD PANEL.
3500. 2951221.
Look, & r.Silver 8:ue. F)
HEALEY.
0.D. Wires. Over 5400 inv. in 3 MCI,’
779 2827.
$1395 Mnr-ran

Tickets on Sale

4*- Spartaguide

Job Interviews

’,Phone
(No. of days)Enclese$

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily
10:30-3:30
Send in handy ordr blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make chock out to
Spartan Dily Classifieds.
Phone 2944414, Ext. 2405

diAttrr.i.

Divisions! Commercial Airplane

Millt4rv Airplane

11.711ccile

Space

Turbine

Vertot

Boeing’s new short-range 737 jetliner. (2)

Variablesweep wing design for the nation’s
first supersonic commercial jet transpork

(31 NASA’s Saturn V launch vehicle will power
orbital and deep-space flights. (4) Model of
Lunar Orbiter Boeing is building for NASA.
(5) Boeing-Vertol 107 transport helicopter
shown with Boeing 707 jetliner.
EWA
Also, Boeing Scientific R

Laboratories

8
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Spartan Roundup Arrives

Campus Generates
Wild West Flavor
The SJS campus will generate the flavor and atmosphere
of the original 1857 SJS studentseven if a little wild and unrealisticallyas it heads full-force into the final stages of the
1%5 "Spartan Rotuulup."
In promoting this year’s westem theme, the Homecoming
Committee has designated today as "western dress" day.
Students and faculty alike have been asked to hop on
the bandwagon and come dressed as Hopalong Cassidy, Annie
Oakley, or any other western

SJS Grid Squad
Seeks To Even
Series Record

HOMECOMING HOLDUPMasked Don Betando, associate professor of industrial arts and alumni Homecoming adviser, and Mark Hutchins, Homecoming
committee chairman, hold up the stage float for parade inspection. Caught in
the ambush are (top) Jim Deble, who built the stagecoach, Nancy Hart, and

Mrs. Mary Gilbert, assistant professor of physical education. Walter Konishi,
assistant professor of education and faculty adviser, Lucia Areias, and Bill Honey
watch the action from inside.
Photo by Stave Stan:

From Rallies to Bonfires

Homecoming Grows in Fun, Activities
/4 DIANE TELESCO
When Homecoming began in
1948, it was a fraction of the
activity and fun it is now.
The functions held were a
small rally dance, a house deecontest, a foot hal I game
oral
and a parade. Thirty Hoak led
the parade, followed by a
marching alumni group, the
college hand and the students
in a congo line.

Homecoming m 1949 !nought a
queen for the campus and a queen
for the Spartan Daily. The Photo
Editor Bob Hemingway found out
that one of the candidates
Virginia Bower, had been a Rose
Bowl queen. Assuming she would
tvin, Hemingway had a large cut
of her made fnr the front page.
The Homecoming Committee and
the judges did not agree with
Hemingway, however, and chose
someone else.
The Spartan Daily was left with

the cut and needea a redson to Not only did they paint the CaMrun it. So Virginia Bower became pus, but they stole the traditional
the first and last Spartan Daily campus bell.
queen.
The Spartans retaliated by kidnaping two coedsthe head song
ASB FLOAT
leader and a fraternity queen from
The 1950 festivities saw the ASB COP. At the football game, the
spending $200 for their float, the Spartans beat the Tigers, 7-6.
bonfire insured for $1 million by
The excitement during the 1954
Lloyd’s of London and the first Homecoming was the game with
elections by the students of the Stanford.
Homecoming Queen.
SJS heti played Stanford 12
The song "Homecoming" was times since 1900 and had lost every
sung at the rally by the Delta game. But 1954 saw the first SJS
Gamma Four.
victory over Stanford in a century,
In 1952, "Sparta Serenade," the 19-14.
first Homecoming Variety Show,
QUEEN’S PLIGHT
WaS held. The parade down First
Another highlight of 1954 was
Street drew 20,000 spectators, and
Sigma Epsilon provided art added the queen candidate who appeared
attraction with a flagpole sitter. before ASB Judiciary and was
The Spartans won their fifth con- sentenced to two hours of work in
secutive Homecoming game by the Activities Office for displaying
posters more than ’73 hours before
beating Brigham Young, 44-27.
the polls opened. Later, however,
cates won first place in the 1965
the charges were dropped for lack
OPEN RIVALRY
San Mateo Teen-age World’s Fair
of proof.
Battle of the Bands. Ninety-six
Open rivalry between the ColA Big Game Pact for the SJShands competed in the contest.
lege of the Pacific (now University
COP game WRS signed hetween the
Their first release was "Prepare of the Pacific) and SJS broke out
mayor of San Jose, George A.
for Love," with "Tell the World" in 1953. COP invaded the SJS
Stettin’, and the mayor of Stock,aiiptis one night with paint pots.
on Op, I hp .1,1e
ton, Dean Di Carli, in 1955.
akeallaseaaesusellesteoreasstrassemseaseilagasskulagiossiasemesseammes
It provided that (1) the mayor
of the losing eity WaS to ride on a
mount of the winning mayor’s
choice; (2) the queen of the losing
college was to he pulled in a cart
behind the mayor; (3) the mayor
TODAY
of the losing city was to deliver
All dayWetern
11:1--Factoll)
and students invited tn
a speech nn the steps of a public
participate by Hmneemning Committee.
building praising the city he was
a.m.Iirand
Nlarsh,o1 Charles olitobser arrives on campteo.
visi ing.
2 p.m.Informal
too. toliN
reception
for ttepresentative flathwer
in 1111:1.
toirryTED wiry

’Syndicates’ To Play
At Homecoming Rally
-Syndicates of Sound," wellknown San Jose band, will play
tonight from 9 to 1 a.m. for a
dance in the Men’s Gym, Jeff Conway, Homecoming Reify chairman,
said.
Meent to replace the traditional
bonfire rally, the dance will follow a rally on Seventh Street
which begins at 8 p.m.
Grand Marshal Charles Gubser,
(R-Gilmy), and Homecoming
Queen Betty Lou Mathes and her
court will appear at the rally.
Cheerleaders end song girls will
lend the yells.
The Syndicates, a rive -member
band preparing tn release its seeond record, played before &Olin
S.IS students at this yeer’s registration dance. They also played
twice at Co-Rec last year.
They have appeared with Paul
Revere and the Raiders at San
Jose Civic Auditorium. More recently they completed a West
Coast tour of California and Oregon.
Bob Allen, Homecoming Committee chairnum, said the Syndl-

Homecoming Schedule

8

p.m.Holly

9 p.m.Dance

Street-110111er

Seenth

queen, Cheer

Leaders.

in Mom’s 1:otoniiisic toy

TOMORROW
9-9:30 a.m."Perspeethr,"
1:30

Song Iiirk

11.M.Illommoming

NTV

parade

Grand

Marshal,

the Syndicates tot

Channel

begins

ing

presented.

at

Sound.

I I
First

St meta.
2-3 p.m.KNTV "lhe" parade emerage over
7 p.m.l’OP game at the Spartan Stadiums.

and

channel

SI.

John

expeorri to win, but after
six years of Homecoming gatne
victories, the tables turned.
SJS last to COP and Mayor
Starhird rode down the streets of
Stockton on a hmken-down horse,
dressed in a top hat, tails, riding
pants and cowboy boots.
Di Carli chose a manure spreader as the vehicle for SJS Homecoming queen Barbara Dale. Her

tattered black dress, hat and gloves
were courtesy of the Stockton
Good Will.
Seriousness was the keyword
in 1956, and no humorous floats
were allowed in the Homecoming
parade. The Spartans incurred another loss, 35-26, to the University
of Denver.
The 1957 Homecoming saw a
turnout of 45,000 for the parade
which included 25 floats.
Special permission had to be obtained fmm the San Jose City
Council to hold the parade at 5
p.m. Merchants did not approve
of closing half an hour early. That
year also brought the largest
queen balloting record-3,000 students voted.
At the 1959 Homecoming game
with the University of Wisconsin,
two self-appointed cheerleaders attracted attention with a Cuban
Ma-cha-cha. They were so popular
that Spardi had to rescue them
as they were being led off by SJS
police.
OLYMPIC QUEEN
An Indian student and Olympic
traek star was elected Homecoming queen in 1960. She was
Marylee Rao anti had won the title
of the most beautiful athlete in
the 1956 Olympies in Melbourne,
Australia.
The 1961 activities featured as
Grand Marshal Willie Heston, an
SO-year-old frit-Abell star who graduated from KIS in 1901, when it
was still known as Sen Jose Normal School.
The half-time show WAS termed
"spectartilar" by the Spartan
Daily. It consisted nf a Hawaiin
dance, the Keystone Cops, precision
marching. a chorus line, a float
pulled by "slaves" and the presentation of the 1961 Homecoming
Queen.
"Spardi Was Them" WRS the
thetne of the ilomeenming Parade
in 1962. A float named "Spardi,
C" won, with Spardi in leopard
skins.

STS gridders will try to even
their Homecotning record at 9-9
tomorrow night in Spartan Stadium when they battle the University of Pacific.
The Spartans won their eighth
Homecoming contest last year in
the rain against Fresno State
26-14. SJS jumped off to a quick
19-0 lead and was never threatened thereafter.
SJS was led by the outstanding
individual effort of Herb Engel.
He scored two touchdowns and
carried the ball 16 times for ’77
yards.
Engel burst up the middle for 21
yards and the Spartans’ first tally
of the game early in the initial
quarter.
His other score came in the
third period on a three yard
plunge.
Bill Peterson, now a Ihiebacker
for the Spartans, scored the second touchdown for SJS on a 70yard pass interception run. Fullback Charley Harraway added the
final tally on a one yard effort.
Two years ago the Spartans lost
to Arizona State 21-19 in a thriller
before 22,000 spectators.
Down 21-13 going into the final
quarter, the Spartans drove back
to score but Ken Berry overthrew
Bob Bonds in the end zone in the
try for a two-point conversion.
In the final moments of the
game, Rich Tetley attempted a
54-yard field goal that fell short.
The first SJS Homecoming was
played in 1948 at Spartan Stadium
against St. Mary’s.
The best years for Spartan
homecomings were 1950-54 when
SJS won five in a row, including
a win over Stanford.

figure.
Hutchins said that today’s
"western dress" day was intended
"to create a lot more spirit on
campus."
"We hope it will have a unifying effect on the students and
faculty," he added.
This year’s western theme was
chosen last semester, shortly after
the Homecoming Conunittee had
begun work in April, Hutchins
said.
Chosen in what the committee
members call "brain-storming"
sessions, the western theme suggested colorful activities and colorful floats.
In 1963, coinciding with the rage
for folk-music, a pre-game Hootenanny was held. Grand Marshal
for Homecoming was Dr. Carl
Duncan, a member of the SJS
staff for 22 years. Homecoming
butons were sold depicting the
coming game with the University
of Arizona Sun Devils.

Dance Replaces
Traditional Rally
The Homecoming bonfire rally,
a tradition started in 1948, will not
be held this year.
In its place will be a Seventh
Street Rally and a dance in the
Men’s Gym scheduled tonight at
8 and 9 respectively.
Jeff Conway, rally committee
chairman, said that he was unable
to acquire use of the Santa Clara
County Fairgmunds, where the
bonfire had traditionally been held.
Fire regulations require a radius
of 1,000 feet of clear space for
the bonfire, Conway said, and another suitable site could not be
found.
Mark Hutchins, homecoming
committe chairman, expressed disappointment that there would be
no bonfire, but said that the
Syndirates, the band playing at
tonight’s dance, would be "a bigger
calling card."

ttok

RECORD-BREAKING Spartan quarterback Ken Berry will be
looking for holes in the Pacific secondary tomorrow night in the
SJS Homecoming Game at Spartan Stadium. Every yard of his
total passing and running will add to all-time SJS records.

Royal Coincidences
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Tearful New Queen
Leads Royal Waltz
1:, -

NDI ROYSDON
start Writer
It was 10:30 p.m., and the gaily
decorated Pavilion ballroom was
uncannily silent.
Against the background of a
plush red interior, five prospective
queens stood waiting nervou.sly for
the announcement.
Master of Ceremonies Mark
Hutchins approached the microphone. hesitated anti introduced
the 1965 Homecoming Queen Betty Lou Mathes!
During the loud applause, Mary
Blornquist, 1964 Queen, placed the
diamond-studded crown on the
head of the radiant but tearful
new queen.
The Pershing Rifles raised sabres
in salute to the new queen as she
descended onto the ballroom floor
with her escort Bob McBride for
the royal waltz to the music of
the Dick Foy Band of San Francisco.
...1111
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Lucky Spirits Haunt
Queen s Apartment

their escorts, waited upstairs nervously fur the clock to strike 10:30.
Finally it was time. The coeds
and their esrnrts started down the
hall toward the ballroom and
waited at the entrance until the
Master of Ceremonies announced
the first candidate.
The Pershing Rifles marched in
formation and formed an arch with
their sabres for the entrances of
the candidates.

SATIN GOWN
Linda Eckberg dressed in a
white satin gown with green lace
bodice, took the arm of her escort,
Earl Waterbury, a senior and Delta Upsilon fmm Santa Clara, and
by S+eve Starr
entered the archway.
Following I.inda was Betty Lou
radiantly
smiles
Mathes
Lou
Betty
QUEENMiss
RADIANT NEW
Mathes, dressed in a light blue
for the audience after being crowned the 1965 Homecoming
spaghetti -strap chiffon with her
Queen at last Friday night’s Coronation Ball. Miss Mathes will
escort Bob McBride, senior soreign over Homecoming activities this weekend, including the
ciology major.
parade and game tomorrow.
Lynne Nibbe, dressed in a black beaded top with a black crepe
From Oakland
skirt, followed with her escort Rix’ First Queens
CONGRATULATIONS
Immediately proceeding the Perth, an Alpha Tau Omega. Kris
waltz. Miss Mathes was swamped Oxsen, a Kappa Kappa Gamma,
with congratulations from her was dressed in a brown crepe
gown and was escorted by Mike
royal court and admirers.
Most of the candidates said that Freed. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Ending the procession was Judy
up until the night of the coronation, they didn’t have much time Salberg, wearing a white satin
With her coronation Iasi r’i ’day maim,
gown with a black bodice. She
to think about the crowning.
SJS’ first Homecoming queen
When the coronation night ar- was escorted by Bruce Kmgstad, evening, Queen Betty Lou Mathes
joins a line of 17 SJS Homecoming in 1948 was Gaynelle Miller, 19rived, the contestants, along with Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
year-old sophomore from Oakland.
Gaynelle was a five foot, five inch,
brown-eyed brunette journalism
major sponsored by Sigma Kappa.
Delores Peterson, a blonde accounting major, took the title in
1949 as the second Homecoming
queen. She was sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi.
Patty Burke, sponsored by Delta
Gamma, reigned as queen in 1950.
Sigma Kappa had another
brown-eyed brunette winner in
1951 when it sponsored Barbara
Kelley, 20-year-old education major from Hayward.
A 21 -year-old senior music and
education major from Santa Rosa,
Patsy Liefrinck, reigned as queen
in 1952. She was sponsored by the
International Student Organization.
Trish Meyers, Homecoming
queen of ism, was sponsored by
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
In 1954, Joan Dalton, sponsored
by Delta Sigma Phi, reigned as
queen.
The first, and so far, only native San Josean to wear the
crown. was Barbara Dale in 1955.
The 18-year-old sophomore was
sponsored by Phi Sigma Kappa.
Also sponsored by Phi Sigma
Kappa was Anna Beal, a 20-yearold sophomore art major who wore
the crown in 1956.
o by Steve Starr
Dorothy Fairburn, 21 -year-old
berg, Lynne Nibbe, and Linda Eckberg, also part
ROYAL COURTQueen candidate Miss Kris
senior from Jackson, was queen
Oxsen straightens the diamond -studded crown
of the queen’s court, look on. Each of the candiin 1957. She was sponsored by
dates was presented a trophy and bouquet of
on the head of the new Homecoming Queen,
roses at the Coronation Ball last Friday night.
Miss Betty Lou Mathes. The Misses Judy SalKappa Alpha Theta.
_

Betty Lou Mathes Joins
Select Rank of 17 Queens

r."‘
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DE LANGE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The 1965 Homecoming Queen,
Betty Lou Mathes, is convinced
her campus apartment is haunted
by lucky spirits. She has already
reported her suspicions to the
manager who cheerfully agrees.
You would too.
It seems that by coincidence
the comely Miss Mathes is living
in the same apartment that last
year’s Homecoming Queen Mary
Blomquist occupied. This may start

a tradition 01 111.1l,11,; chambers.
Also coincidently, both girls have
been member of the Band Aides
and were sponsored by the Spartan Band when elected Homecoming Queen.
Both girls have also served as
past honored queen of Job’s
Daughters.

who is somewhat of a California
garlic magnate. He owns several
garlic farms throughout the state.
Even with her busy class schedule of 17 units and Band Aide
activities Betty Lou maintains a
2.4 cumulative grade point average
plus working eight to ten 110111%
per week.

CASHIER JOB
ESCORTS’ NAMES
She is working her way through
To top it off, both Mary’s and
Betty Lou’s escorts to the Corona- college as a cashier in the men’s
tion Ball and Homecoming activi- department of a local downtown
department store. During the sumties are men named Bob.
The similarity ends there since , mer she worked as a recreation
Betty Lou, unlike short, blonde I leader and earned enough to pay
Mary Blomquist, is a tall (nearly essential expenses until January.
This adept financier plans to
five feet eight) brunette with
tide herself monetarily from Jansparkly blue-green eyes.
In the queen contest she was uary to June from the sale of her
sjxmsored by the Spartan Band, pet Beagle’s eight purebred puppies
Sigma Chi fraternity and Delta that should be ready to sell by
Zeta sorority. She also received Christmas.
The dogs are kept at home by
unofficial support from the entire
Betty Lou’s parents Mr. and Mrs.
SJS music department.
Art Mathes and her 25-year-old
HERE TWO YEARS
bachelor brother who reside in
Even considering this ballot Redwood City.
strength, Betty Lou was totally
Mathes is employed with
shocked when her name was an- national credit union. Previous to
nounced as the new Homecoming their recent settlement in the Bay
queen. "This is nothing I could Area, the Mathes family moved
anticipate: I’ve only been here two all over the western United States.
years," she related.
FREQUENT MOVES
The dark-haired beauty explains
that to her being crowned Queen
Betty Lou attributes her friendliBETTY LOU MATHES
"is a tremendous honor because ness and sensitivity toward people,
. . young queen SJS is such a big campus. So which is immediately apparent upmany people put an awful lot of on meeting her, to her frequent
confidence in someone most of changes in envirnoment.
them don’t even know personally."
Born in Portland, Oregon on
Presently a senior music major, January 16, 1944, the winsome
Betty Lou is a member of Mu miss ha.s lived in Yellowstone Park,
Phi Epsilon honorary sorority. She Malibu Beach, Zion National Park,
plans to teach music to elementary the Grand Canyon area, Salt Lake
school children.
City, Las Vegas and Sacramento.
In her early childhood she
OLD FASHIONED
learned to twirl the baton. Her
Betty LOU hopes to eventually twirling proficiencyy led her to
Betty Lou Mathes assumed her become a housewife. "I am old become the head majorette of Sacofficial responsibilities as 1965 fashioned," she says. "I feel sorry ramento City College and the
Homecoming Queen when she was for career women. My ideal is to teacher of a baton corps of more
crowned at the Coronation Ball have a home, and as many children than 30 girls.
last Friday night.
as my husband and I can reasonMORE LAURELS
She completed her first queenly ably afford. I want to cook and
duty when she and her court helped sew and do helpful and pleasant
Being elected Homecoming
judge Homecoming window dis- things for my husband."
Queen is not the only laurel for
plays of downtkiivn shops. ori TuesThe’ tall slender coed *is well beauty and talent that Betty Lou
day and Thursday.
suited for the domestic role since holds.
Miss Mathes was also in attend- she already designs and sews her
Included in her 11 beaut y
ance at the Grand Marshal Ban- own clothes and is described by awards, Betty Lou was cmwned
quet given in honor of Charles her friends as an expert cook.
Homecoming Queen of Sacramento
Gubser, R-Gilroy, last night at the
She specializes in foreign foods City’ College, Miss Sacramento in
Villa Felice Restaurant in Los especially Pakistani and Chinese the Miss Universe contest, Miss
Gatos.
dishes.
Clark County, Nevada in the Miss
Tomorrow Miss Mathes will
EXPERT COOK
America contest.
reign over the Homecoming PaContrary to popular advertising
As a one-time campfire girl
rade. She will ride on the Queen’s Betty Lou is one pretty girl who Betty Lou loves picnics, mountain
float constructed by the Home- isn’t afraid to use garlic in her drives, and baby sitting.
coming Committee.
cooking. "I love anything cooked
In the rare moments of truly
Finally, she will be officially with garlicI always use it," she spare time in her busy schedule,
presented to the student body by remarks spicely.
this active girl can be found set tled
Representative Gubser at the half
She ought to get along famously into a comfortable chair with a
time of the Homecoming game with the Homecoming Grand Mar- ltook of plays by Ibsen or Chekov,
against UOP.
shal Charles Gubser (R-Gilroy) her favorites.

Coronation
Starts Week
Of Activities
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Wesley
Foundation
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(Methodist
Student Center)
441 So. 10th St.

THIS SUNDAY MORNING . . .

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church

Worship Sunday
First
St. Paul’s
!Santa Clara & Sth San Salvador & lath
I 9.30 & I I a.m.
9 30
I I a.m.

First Immanuel Lufheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and I I
2 blocks from school

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

I
4

ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
The Campus Parish

f ather Eugene Boyle
Roman Catholic
Rev. Gus Hintz
A
in
T

The Alameda at Shasta
Worship Sunday 11 a.m. and 7

"WHY WAIT

MASSES -SUNDAYS: 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:15, 7:00
HOLYDAYS: 6:30, 8:00, 9:00, 12:15, 5:30
WEEKDAYS: 6:30 and 8:00
FIRST FRIDAYS: 6:30, 8:00, 11:00, 5:30
DEVOTIONS: Mother of Perpetual Help devotions Tuesday
nights at 7:45
CONFESSIONS: Prior to the eight o’clock mass on Sunday,
3:30-5:30 and 7:30-9:00 on Saturdays; eves of holydays;
eves of First Fridays.

294-8120

UNTIL MARRIAGE?"
Shoran Neoth, Rribrirt Bond,
Mrs. Nan Vaughan

Thursday Mornings 6 a.m.
WORSHIP SUNDAY
FIRST
4th & San Antonio
9.30 & 10:45 a.m.

BETHEL
1670 Moorpark
9:30 & 10:45 a.m.

CALVARY
Hillsdale & Almaden
9:30 10:45 a.m.

Newman-Catholic Student Center

rMW.M.=MMM.WPOWNW.W.W.

1...W.14MW.001,0.10W..

A , i,

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40

a.m. and 4 p.m.

Friday 11:40 a.m. only

p.m.

Group Discussion

79 South 5th

295-1771

STUDENT INFORMATION

6:30 p.m. Roger Williams Fellowship,
I
Grace Baptist Church, 484 East
San Fernando.

John Knox Fellowship
8:30-9:30 p.m. at
125 Dana Ave., San Jose

George "Shorty’’ Collins,
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Pastor

Steve Bouch

258-7573

Sunday Evening - - R. Oilman, Minister to students

Katie Swart

297-7517

Weekday sharing groups Wed. 7-8 p.m.

Steve Culler

295-1771

Transportation frotn
HIMInniMNIMIN

p.m.

A. Ray al Bell,’

College discussion group: 9:45

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 294-7033
....

"RENEWAL IN
THE CHURCH"

8:30 & 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
9:45
College "Seminar"
5:45 porn. Tri-C Club

104 South 13th Street

c

No Reservation Necessary
7:30 p.m. Program
Other Activities
Throughout the Week

the downtown church
catering to the college community

389 E. Santa Clara Street

7

MEETINGS: Monday Evening 7

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40e)

Spartan Tri-C is a student Baptist organization
Sunday meetings: 9:45 a.m. and 5,45 p.m.
3rd and Sad Antonio Sfs.

Student Center
Assembly of God

Attend Church This Sunday

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

Barry Keiser. B.S.., Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter

198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

CHI ALPHA

arid San Carlos

:20 and 8:15

41M1110.111111auuutatuulawauumutuum
41111PIMMEM....

Congressman Gubser Returns to Alma Mater
As Grand Marshal for 1965 Homecoming

irnia
,eral
tate.
bed Aide
ns
wage
hours

An area resident, Rep. GuLser
was born February 1, 1916 on his
father’s dairy farm near GilroY.
The 49-year-old Republican Congressman spent much of his early
life in the San Francisco Bay
Area before winning election to
the California State Assembly in
1950.
He attended San Ysidro Grammar School and Gilroy High
S1chool. In hieh school his class -

Ittnitilt ALLEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Rep. Charles S. Gubser, R.
Gilroy, this year’s grand maromecoming
shal for SJS*
acti%ities, has a greatly varied
background ranging from fruit
picking, high school teaching
and eventually to a seat in the
House of Representatives.

.6111101’ and senmates elected
ior class president. He graduated
from Gilroy High School in 1932
and came to SJS to pursue studies
in economics, political science and
history.
FROSH PRESIDENT
At SJS he was elected president
of the freshman class of 1933.
The depression hit Rep. Gubser
hard. to:eing him to leave school.
To earn enough money to re-enter
i.hool Rep. Gubser worked in apri-

Modern() Drug Co.
ough

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
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PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

A 41 ,

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
7
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A
CLIP THIS COUPON
COME IN . . .
BOWL 3 GAMES

vith
ious to
he BaY
moved
States.

CHARLES S. GUBSER
. . . parade marshal

AND

cot and prune orchards. He (turned to college and finished his
junior college studies here in December 1934.
Before entering the University
i of California at Berkeley in 1935.
he worked as a shoe clerk in Gilroy. He received a B.A. in Social
Science in 1937, financing himself
by working part-time. He began
graduate work at U.C. in 1938.
Rep. Catbser joined the faculty

GET THE 4th GAME

FREE

This offer does not pertain
to P.E. classes at Downtown Bowl.
35c PER LINE TO SJS STUDENTS
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DOWNTOWN BOWL
294-7800

375 W. Santa Clara St.

E"’"
WHALEY & MINEGAR SKI SHOP

GRAND OPENING "5-:
fikE,t. DRY LAND SKI SCHOOL

ecoming
arel for
tty Lou

Conducted by Bob Autry, China Peak instructor Nov. 8-9, Monday and Tuesday
evenings, starting at 7r00 p.m.
Bring your own equipment if possible ...
PHONE POR RESERVATIONS
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RENTALS
SKIS:

Sohler Metal
l iarts & Rossignol
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BUCKLE BOOTS
PANTS
PARKAS
SKI CLOTHES
HATS
SUNGLASSES
GLOVES
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739-5389
Sunnyvale

953 W. El Camino
-
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of roman candles and a set Piece.
The first display will be shells
in the sky, and when the queen is
presented the Homecoming trophy.
a many-colored set piece in the
form of a crown and her name will
be set off electronically.
When the Grand Marshal, Congressman Charles S. Gubser, escorts the queen from the field, the
roman candles will go off.

Centers Display
Theme Banners
For Homecoming
Traditional rivalries have been
renewed among independent and
greek as preparations for the annual Homecoming parade competition enter into final stages.
Living centers will display banners in keeping with "Spartan
Roundup," this year’s Homecoming theme. Each house has been
asked to keep its banner up until
after Homecoming.
’rhis is being done to promote
the Spirit of Sparcii, according to
Pat.ty Skow, Homecoming committee greek coordinator.
A contest to obtain the most
Homecoming buttons was added
this year to further promote spirit.
The center which collects the most
buttons vvill be awarded a prize
by the Homecoming committee.
Some living centers began their
activities last Oct. 31 with a coffee sale.

Contest Concludes
Wintier in the downtown met. chants’ Homecoming Window Display contest will
named at
tomorrow night’s Homecoming
football game with UOP, Miss
Penny Schwellenbach, contest
chairman, announced.
Seven finalists from the 14
stores participating were named
Wednesday by the judges, Homecoming Queen Miss Betty Lou
Mathes and her court.
The finalists included Mosher’...
J. C. Penney Co., Blum’s, Paul’s
Jewelers, Navlet’s Flowers, Stu.
arts and Robert’s Book Store.

Paul’s Master Jewelers. 7’2 S.
First St.
Robert’s Book Store, 330 S.
10th St.
-- Roos -Atkins, First and Santa
Clara Streets.
-Stuart ’s A tart rid 161 S J.’,
St.
’rhe Waidt,,l,e Second ,1111i
Santa Clara Streets.

FINAL JUDGING
Final judging will be held texiay.
Judges include James Noah, director of public relations and publications: Mike Stuart. Homecoming committee adviser; Donald
Ryan, director of financial aids;
Miss Virginia Ellis, activities adviser; and Miss Mathes.
"Displays were judged on originality and on hovv well they reflected the western motif of Homecoming," Miss Schwellenbach explained.
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HITS for HOMECOMING
Score in a unique creation from
our collection of collegiate styles
and originals by
Zee MI

zzanli

Accessorize with eye-catching
jewelry from ...

’ME (41

PARTICIPANTS
The 14 merchants participating
in Homecoming celebrations include:
Berg’s Men’s Wear, 52 S
First St.
Blum’s Wornen’s Apparel, 26
S. First St.
- Herold’s Shoes, 74 S. First St.
J. C. Penney and Co., First
and Santa Clara Streets.
J. Silber, 86 S. First St.
S. H. Kress and Co., 170 S
First St.
Art Martinez Men’s Store.
290 S. First St.
Mosher’s Ltd., Third and San
Fernando Streets.
Navlet’s Flowers, Second and
San Fernando Streets.

NO FEE

oNnip
E. Wit,tiiim

45
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Marching Bands
Eleven area high school marching bands will be featured in tomorrow’s Homecoming parade. Parade activities begin at 1 p.m. at
First anti St. John Streets.

WELCOME BACK, ALUMNI

B
K
AGOGO

We’ve Remodeled,
But We Haven’t Changed the
Fine Food or Friendly Service

Nov. 8
Monday

Hungry? Try One of Our Famous Steaks
New York Cut
Extra Cut
Top Sirloin

Spartan
Bookstore
2nd Floor

$1.95 Club Steak
$2.75 Rib Steak
$2.50 Small Steak

$2.25
$2.75
$1.25

COMPLETE BEER & WINE SELECTION
545

S. 2nd St.

Two Blocks From Campus

LET US HELP YOU
LOOK AND FEEL YOUR BEST

We’ve Remodeled Our Facilities:
* Sun Room
* Locker Service

;
:irie*
il..*
r
i.
loA

* Steam Bath
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We offer various interesting temporary assignments.
Register now!
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By JUDY WALTER
SJS Homecoming fans will be
treated to a half-time fireworks
display presented by the man who
offered the fireworks for Pope
Paul during his New York visit.
Leo Crawford of the Red Devil
Fireworks Co., Redwood City, and
1950 graduate of SJS, will present
the colors in the sky tomorrow
night,
The New York display was presented at the Vatican Pavilion at
the World’s Fair when the Pope
entered and left it.
Crawford also presented a display for the nomination of President Johnson at Atlantic City and
for the election of the president of
Mexico.
He presents a nightly display
of fireworks at the Lake of
Mirrors at the World’s Fair and
at Disneyland.
Dennis Brusaschetti, chairman
of the half-time activities comMittee, stressed Crawford’s generosity
in presenting the show. Brusaschetti said the committee is paying only a small part of the show’s
actual worth.
The committee first contacted
Crawford about the shcwv last
Spring. He said that he would be
more than happy to do it for SJS.
Crawford has been invited to sit
In the reviewing stand for the
parade and has been given tickets
for the game.
The show has been approved by
the San Jose City Council. San
Jose Fire Department, by the SJS
Athletic Department and the Student Affairs Business Office.
The fireworks will follow the
band presentation at half-time. It
will include skytoekets, hatteiies

acicct-.1314t-iilt alo.’ S.

the.

parrakc

Gala Fireworks Display
To Highlight Halftime

GIRLS!
GIRLS!
GIRLS!
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at Gilroy High School in September, 1939, teaching biology and
economics to high school students
and night classes in naturalization to people desiring U.S. citizenship.
He assumed management of his
father’s farm upon the elder Gubser’s death in 1940. He soon became active in the Santa Clara
County Farm Bureau, representing that organization to the California Farm Bureau Federation.
In 1948 he and 14 other elected
freeholders drew up Santa Clara
County’s current charter. Friends
urged him to run for the Assembly
in 1950. He won the election and
served on the agriculture, governmental efficiency and economy
and revenue and taxation committees.
iNsTRI’MENTAL
As assemblyman, Gubser was
in.strumental in steeling the Feather River project bill through the
Assembly.
Only two years later he came
out on top in a six -way primary
race and was elected to the House
of Representatives.
He now represents the 10th district of California.
Rep. Gubser has served on the
House Committee on Post Office
and Civil Service. Currently, in
his seventh term, he is a member of
the House Committee on Armed
Services. He is also chairman of
the House Republican Space and
Aeronautics Task Force and a
member of the Special Investigating Subcommittee of the Armed
Services Committee.
The Congressman is married. to
the former Joan Brimberry and
has one married (laughter, Marcia
, Jeanne Camino, a registered nurse
in Wheeler Hospital in Gilroy.

Window- Displays --
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Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

4th & William
13th & Julian
Four

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

* Modern Equipment
* Personal Instruction
* $3.00 Per Month Discount to
Students

BOB MANN’s

Locations to Serve You

Puritan Oil Co.

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
9th & Santa Clara

295-9910
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’ Football Half-thne Show
To Spotlight Personalities

Audience To Participate

Tomorrow night’s half-time show
at the SJS-University of the Pacific football game in Spartan
Stadium will highlight all the
biggest personalities of this year’s
Homecoming activities.
A battery of skyrockets will announce the arrival of Homecoming
Queen Miss Betty Lou Mathes and
Grand Marshal Charles S. Gubser,
R-Gilroy, as they appmaeh the
50-yard line in the queen’s covered
wagon float.
Mark Hutchins, homecornin,2

Band To Present Special c nOW
The 100-member, all male Spar- Melinda Morrow, Toni Billars, Bartan Band, directed by Roger bara C;raham, Suzie Sydeu. Karen
Muzzy, SJS associate professor of HMartella, Maxine Forbes, Linda
music, will present its special half- Fields and Annie Ward.
time show to students anti alumni
SJS majorette Sandy Germaine,
tomorrow night.
current national two-baton twirlThe audience will he asked to ing champion, is the holder of over
participate in a "surprise" routine ’ 260 local, state-wide and national
by purchasing balltions that will baton twirling honors. Seen on
be on sale at Spartan Stadium weekends as the San Francisco
and then holding thein until the 49’ers head majorette, she will
band gives the cue to release them. perform tomorrow night.
Band members Bob Sulek, Joe
DANCING COEDS
Ward. Mike Reed, and Don MatLed by Jean Fleming and Betty thew will also present their preLou Mathes, this year’s Home- cision Lancer Drillers routine tocoming Queen, the Band -Aides, morrow evening.
SJS’ talented and attractive dancMuzzy, band director since 1956,
ing coeds,
be performing with organizes and drills his band like
the marching band during half- a football coach trains his team.
time activities.
To keep top performers on his
Other members of the Band - band. Muzzy sorts through tranAides include Donna Chambers. scripts at the Registrar’s Office
dkill,".11.9t),iy,,Mit,IPV... JD,

NOW 2

LOCATIONS

4.4

Moyer Music
Largest Se/ection of Guitars in Town

during the summer, and sends letters to those pmspective students
with musical experience.
The new student reports one
week early for orientation drills,
join.s with the returning band
members for "refresher drills," and
by the first game is part of the
team.

BEAUTIFUL SHOES -1
FOR ALL GIRLS ...

NATIONAL DEBUT
Last year SJS’ marching band
made its national television debut
when it performed during halftime of the San Francisco 49erGreen Bay Packers football game.
Ed Jacoubowsky, Redwood City
Tribune Sports Editor, has described the SJS marching band
performance at Arizona State last
year as "the best by a non-BigTen band witnessed in my nearly
20 years of watching college football."

Homecoming parade activities
will again be televised this year
for the benefit of Santa Clara
County residents unable to attend
the festivities.
The cameras of KNTV will be
41.
lined up along the parade route
with KNTV’s Jess Marlow and Lu
Ryden, along with KLIV’s disc
jockey Ross McGowen, providing
live coverage.
1.
KNTV televised last year’s parade but plans more extensive
coverage tomorrow from 2 to 3
p.m.
KNTV is also televising a spe84 E. San Fernando
Next to Western Union Office
cial "Perspective" program at 9
( between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
tomorrow morning narrated by
298-5404
McGovvan, SJS senior and KLIV
and
disc jockey, featuring President
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
Robert D. Clark, Queen Betty
lat Lawrence Station Rd. - across
Lou Mathes and her court, Mark
horn FuTurama Bowl)
*41: Hutchins, Homecoming Committee
248-9858
Chairman, Alumni President Ben
--i170-iiiTt
T
Reichmuth, Roger Muzzy, band
director and Congressman Charles
Gubser, Grand Marshal.

SPARTAN BANDForming +he traditional S" for San Jose
State, the college marching band will highlight half-time activities tomorrow night with a special show for students and visiting alumni. Directed by Roger Muzzy, SJS associate professor
of music, the 100 -member, all male Spartan Band is considered
one of the best bends in the nation.

mile radius a chance to see one of
the college’s most colorful activities, will be directed by Bob Reynolds and produced by Frank McCann.
DIVISION ’A’
Division "A" entries are Sigma
Phi Epsilon-Delta Gamma, Alpha
Tau Omega -Gamma Phi Beta, and
Sigma Epsilon-Alpha Phi.
Division ’’B" entries include
Moulder Hall-Royce Hall, Theta
Chi-Sigma Kappa, Markham HullHoover Hall, Allen Hall-Washburn Hall, Delta Zeta-Kappa Sigma, and Gordon Hall.
"C" division entrants are Sigma Chi, Kappa Delta, Sigma Alpha Mu, Toad Hall, San Jose
Dames Club, Sigma Pi, Matador,
Sigma Nu, Phi Sigma Kappa.

x4,4;
iktax.4,z,o#

RE

The parade, largest in San Jose
State history with 50 entries including 12 area high school bands,
will begin at First and St. John
Streets with a five-man ROT(’I
color-guard leading the way.
It will continue to the grandstands between San Antonio anl
San Carlos Streets, then turn lett
on San Carlos and travel Second
Street to San Fernando and past
the KNTV camera.s. The parade
will then march down Seventh
Street from San Fernando to iis
finish at the SJS campus.
KNTV coverage, which will give I
the San Jose community in a 50-

"Spartan Roundup" is the theme
of tomorrow’s parade which includes 17 floats among its 50
entries.

Flowers "A..:
and

Nov. 8
Monday

*7-

Corsages
for all

on DIAMONDS
ALL DIAMOND RINGS & DIAMOND JEWELRY REDUCED

PROCTOR’S annual Pre-Christmas DIAMOND SALE
This is our regular merchandise, from stock, at our regular

FREE ALTERATIONS
OPEN MON.

Ev THURS.

NIGHTS ’TPL 9 p 0.1

Val’ey Fair
243 8210

. . . SAVE 20%

with thc purchase
of any

BA NK AMER ICARD
FIRST NATIONAL
ACCOUNT
100 days no service charge)

CAMP1 MUSIC CO.
60 S. Ist St.
293-9290

2nd Floor

HAGGAR SLACKS

BERG’S

Transistorized recorder
Easy fo operate
Play up to 40 hrs. on 112 volt batteries
Ideal for recording lectures

Spartan
Bookstore

Occasions

or

6 MONTHS TO PAY

SPECIAL NOW!
Norelco Portable BatteryOperated Tape Player
$119.50

ShOp

a pair of $12.95

3 Ways to Charge

FOUNDED 1869
74 S. FIRST ST. AND
HEROLDS TOWN & COUNTRY INC.
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

B
KA-GO-GO

a pair of $12.95

nur rlr ,.enary, hut you got the gift during BERG’S 46tfs
.a, Event. And not just any gift ... but a pair of $12.9S lawn,
. ,
ptur of $12.95 Nagger slacks . . . two of America’s
,,tcl brand names. This gift is FREE with the purchase of P,,
hnn, $99.95. You’ll find it’s easy to select a suit from BEV,
Hese stock. We have a wirin ariofy of sizes, colors, fabrics
Select from famous l
))uepriced from $59.95 to $13
nght away, as th, r
)
a limited time.

;,’

Last year’s parade, halted by
a two-alarm fire, ended with the
Alpha Tau Omega-Alpha Chi
Omega entry being awarded first
place in the "A" division. The
float, named "Neptune Rules from
Sparta" featured a giant Neptune
nodding at the crmvci and soap
bubbles to lend atmosphere. The
A’TO-AX0 floats have won first
EVALUATION
Final evaluation of the floats place in "A" division for the past
will be tomorrow afternoon at 1, four years.

JARMAN SHOES

SUIT
$5995

/

just before the parade begins. Winners of each division will be announced during the evening’s football garne. First, second, and third
place winners in each division will
receive trophies.

LARGEST PARADE

’Anna,

SIZES 71/2 TO 14, VERY NARROW TO VERY WIDE
\
t,*
/"ftai.
6"*

KNTV Again To Televise Parade
To Santa Clara County Residents

44C.

advertised pricesless

20’0! This is the sale you can trust.

No special purchases, no phony marked -up prices .
item plainly markedjust

every

subtract 20^0! Now S4 does the

Save 20% on Mountings, too!
Have old diamonds remounted in up-to-datc .etor re -made info dinner rings ... see what a
dramatic difference it can make!

tings,

work of $5, a $250 ring costs only $200, a $100 diamond is
only $80! If you’ve planned a diamond purchase ... now is thc
time to saveAT PROCTOR’S!

No Money Down

Terms to Suit You

HURRY ! Just a lea mare day..;.

307 Town & Country Village

PieLtyccyth
e-WCieti
91 So. First., Downtown San Jose

Both Stores Open Monday, Thursday and Friday Nights
WE VALIDATE ALL PARKING T/CKETS

committee chairman, will present
Congressman Gubser to the student body and award him honorais
lifetime membership in SJS Ass. elated Student Body.
With the introduction of the
Queen, the lights will go out and
firewrtks will form a crown and
spell out Miss Mathes’ name.
The show is scheduled to begin
with a 10-minute jazz-westerii
performance by the SJS Spartan
Band and auxiliary, the Band -

SJS Leads Series

!Friday, NovaMber 5, 1985

The Fauta..tie

Thurs. and Sat., 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Delicious Pizza
Sandwiches
Draft & Imported Beer

Ebe 33tatti. Rntgbt
Vt3et sc Vuti
1781 Winchester Blvd.

379-0500

Beer half-price to SJS students and groups with at least one ASB
card. Friday, Saturday, Sunday, November 5, 6, 7.

can’t wait for
Homecoming
so she can fake

Si/va Service

Silva Service wasn’t in business when she graduated, but she
discovered it in 1936 when she returned for homecoming. Since
then she has brought her car in for servicing every year. There
must be something that keeps Silva Service customers coming
back year after year. Come in and find out what it is.

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.
...ar.annewrittir-

BUST ’EM
r

3

A CULTURAL CENTER for the

EXPRESSION OF THE ARTS
presents . . .

Movie
Fri., Sat., Sun., 8 p.m.
’ Fr, )rn r)weden
"THF

Folksing
10 p.m. Fri.
BONNIE & JERI

Classical Guitar
10 p.m. Saturday

BICYCLES
FOR RENT

The Fantastic
BEHRAN BEHROOZI
Open Sundays for auditions,
starting 2 p.m.
Admission $1.00

lm

kitiN

3486 Granite Creek Rd.

Call 423-9959

(Take Hwy. 17 to Santa’s Village turnoff)

STRETCII your skiing pleasure

her car to

ianintainiCer.e.

The professional group is cont..’
posed of Ralph Humphrey, drums:
Don Schambers. piano; Pat Castle.
bass; Dme Mirrgiun, trumpet; and :
Bob Weil, tenor sax.
Spectators ure urged to come:
early to vim.: the Chatterbox:
(7omho’s performance.

TRAVIS HOT

John Travis, yesterday declared
out for the remainder of the 1965
season with a shoulder separation,
OPEN SPACESCass Jackson PS) sweeps left end for 24 yards
had one of his better games of the
and a first down against the University of Pacific two years ago.
season again.st UOP in 1964, carThe Tigers’ Vern Garrison (71) still plays for UOP and will oppose
rying for 72 yards in 12 carries.
the Spartans tomorrow night in Spartan Stadium.
UOP has provided the Homecoming opposition for SJS five
other times, with the Tigers winning three of thase frays with
such stars as Dick Bass, Eddie
LeBaron and Jack Larsheid leading the way.
The first game between the two
squads came in 1895, when they
Seven former SJS football play- ewan Roughriders. Jim Cadile is
battled to a scoreless tie.
The two contingents also bat- ers are now performing in the pro- property of the Chicago Bears of
the NFL.
tled in 1896, 1898 and 1899 before fessional ranks.
The oldest. and probably most
EXCITING PERFORMER
taking a break in the rivalry unsuccessful, is Art Powell, who led
Walt Roberts, who will be retil 1921.
the nation in pass receiving when membered for years to come by
MET CONSTANTLY
playing for the Spartans in 1956. SJS coaches for his performanr,
He entered the pros in Canada, in Spartan homecomings, is
Except from 1924-8 and the
World War II period, the two and later played for the Philadel- flanker for the Cleveland Bros.’,
phia
Eagles of the National Footsquads have met every year since.
In the 1961 Homecoming thrill,
in which Burton was so specNew SJS coach Harry Ander- ball League (NFL).
When
the
American
Football
tacular, Roberts, only a sopho-1
son will be getting his first shot
at the Tigers, hoping to match League (AFL) was formed sev- more, ran 92 yards from scrim
eral
years
ago,
Powell
joined
the
mage for a Tll, still a SJS recoid
the record of Dudley S. DeGroot,
He repeated the act in the 1962
head Spartan coach from 1932-39. Oakland Raiders where he has
been named to the league’s all- Homecoming with a 92-yarcl
In his time, DeGroot never lost star squad every year.
off return for a score, althoort,
to the Tigers, whipping them seven
PRO TEAMMATES
S.IS lost 10 New Mexico.
times and tying once.
Dan Colchico played for the
Anderson’s predecessor, Bob Tit- Spartans in 1961. He then went
chenal, beat UOP five of nine on to play for the San Francisco
times, including twice in 1961.
49ers of the NFL.
A teammate of Colchico’s at
SJS, Leon Donahue, formerly performed for the 49ers but was
recently traded to the Dallas
Cowboys.
Reasonable rates by the
Mac Burton played his final
hour, day or week of 3 -speed ‘:
year for the Spartans in 1961. He is,
and 10 -speed models.
is now in Canada with the British
Columbia Lions.
AsIt about cur Rent Pqrchace
Burton may be remembered by Os.
Optic, Plan.
Harry Anderson, in his first year the 1961 Homecoming contest in
which he caught a last second
tts-head -coat* orthe Spartan vzrtouchdown pass to give SJS a s:
sity gridders, will attempt to be 32-26 victory over Arizona State.
1135 I he
the second SJS coach to win his
Three players from the 1963 ,s; !fours: Tues.-Sat. 8:30-6 p.m.
first Homecoming encounter to- squad have entered the pro ranks
Or., Fri. until 9 p.rn.
1,-,1 Sun. & NIon.
Ca.ss Jackson is a defensive stand- :s
morrow night against UOP.
out in Canaria with the SaskatchRobert Bronzan, present SJS
Athletic Director, who coached the
gridders from 1950 to 1956, won
his first five Homecoming games
and dropped the last two.
His first win was in the third
Homecoming in Spartan history
when SJS dumped St. Mary’s 18-6
to revenge the defeat the Gaels
handed the Spartans in their first
Homecoming two years earlier.
Bronzan’s 1954 team whipped
Stanford 19-14 to highlight the
only Homecoming game not in
San Jose. It was the first time
in 12 years that SJS had topped
the Tribe.
Wilbur Hubbard coached two
winning teams in 1948-49 but lost
both Homecoming contests.
Bob Titchenal, who took over
from Bronzan in 1957, and resigned last year, was 3-5 in Homecoming games.
His three victories were at the
expense of Fresno State (twice)
and Arizona State.
_
...0=0000001101

Paul’s Cycles

of ’07

SERVICE

as Berry threw to Bob Bonds and
Bob Patterson, while the little
signal -caller ran the other one
over himself.
Berry also ran over the fourth
SJS touchdown, while Rich Lachapelle passed to Bob Nordeman for
the final score.

Anderson Seeks
First SJS Win
In Homecoming

Miss Coed

78 S. 4fh SCSILVA

will
I/1/X
’Inn130
The k
provide the pre-game entertainment for tomorrow night’s Homecoming contest between SJS and
COP.
The show will begin at 6:40 p.m.
It was at-ranged by Dr. Gus Lease,
professor of music.

Seven Ex-Spartans
Invade Pro Football

SHADYGROVE SINGERS

WARTAN DAIGT.411

Chatterbox CoMbo Entertains

Arch-Rivals Spartans, Tigers .;
Clash Tomorrow 42nd Time
Last year SJS clobbered the
Tomorrow night’s Homecoming
contest will be the 42nd meeting I Tigers 37-13 in Stockton, scoring
20 points in the second quarter.
between arch-rivals SJS and University of Pacific.
HIGHEST TOTAL
The Spartans have won 22 of
The 37 points racked up reprethose contests, with UOP cap- sent the biggest SJS point total
turing 14 and five ties being re- in the history of the long series
corded. More important, the Spar- between the two schools.
tans have won the last five meetKen Berry, who will quarterback the Spartans tomorrow night,
ings.
’rhat means the Spartans have was the hero last year, figuring
held the Victory Bell, which goes in all three second-quarter touchto the winning team, since 1961. downs for the Spartans. Two came

-

I

SPARTANS! I
Welcome
SJS Alumni
and Friends
Queen Betty Lou
and Princesses

8
0
kl

Tiuds3

il.e...C.CaCesCaCe

Master
Jewelers

72 S. Firat St.
San Jose
297-0920

..4,000:0’’an000000:07.4.00000060-

See our complete line of ski fashions by ROFFE

FREEMAN’S
244 South Second

SPORTS CENTER
840 Town & Country Village

Friday. Nrivemher 5 1965

OR--SP ART A 741 TI A TT .1r

Memories Revisited

SJS Grads Plan Reunion
will be held at Villa Felice in LOS
Gatos beginning at 11 a.m. Keynote speaker will be Dr. Robert
Clark, SJS president.
Spooner, a San Jose resident,
explained that one of the planned
highlights will be the presentation
to SJS of a 7-foot stone and redwood sign which will replace the
present one which stands in front
of the Men’s Gym.
The SJS sign, being designed
by Bill Patheal, SJS graduate,
probably will not be completed by
reunion day, Spooner said.
The reunion is being held on
A
Homecoming Day to give alumni
an opportunity to attend the paALUMNI DANCEPa+ Spooner, left, president
rade. open houses and football
of class of ’55, and Ben Reichmuth,Alumni Asgame.
sociation president, look up old friends whom
The day will be completed with
they hope to see at tomorrow night’s dance.
a general alumni dance at the
The dance will be held a+ the San Jose Hawaiian
San Jose Hawaiian Gardens. The
dance is open to all alumni and
friends free of charge, Spooner
said.
Working with Spooner on rePhrateres International service
union plans are ’55 class officers,
Mesdames Barbara Morgan of Palo sorority, Omicron chapter, has anAlto; Missy O’Neill, Burlingame nounced that it is offering free
and Joyanne Kennedy, San Ga- streamers to students driving to
the Homecoming game tomorrow
Ibriel.
Spooner said that the class decided to hold a reunion primarily night.
The gold and white streamers
because it had $500 of unused
class funds. He explained that his will be available to ASB card
class was the last to have Senior holders wherever Homecotning
Week which allowed seniors to buttons are sold, Sue Cummins,
enjoy many social activities on member of Phrateres Internationand off campus during finals week al, said.
instead of taking tests.

By SHARON SAKI
It was in 1955 that SJS grad- the 92nd commencement exerSpartan Daily Staff Writer
mites heard Dr. James I. Quillen eises.
pt,ik on "American
,iiii.!iif
1955 ... ’chat was
It was also the year that SJS
\
that was.
mflict" at enrollment topped 7,000, the quarter system ended. and the new
Speech and Drama Building was
dedicated.
It was 10 years ago that SJS
beat Stanford in the Homecoming
Game, Spartan song girls and yell
leaders were kidnapped during an
exchange rally at Fresno State
and football coach Bob Bronzan
was voted Northern California’s
coach of the year for leading the
Spartans to a 7-win, 3-toss season.
These are a few of the memories of 1955 as SJS graduates
departed into the ’’other world."
Ten years later, the class of ’55
(\Mil P
r
will hold its first reunion tomori.iw to reminisce and renew old
I iiendships.
More than 700 imitations have
heen sent out to ’55 SJS gradChef’s Special Steak $1.45
.iaies, a c co rd ing to Patrick
Spooner, ’55 class president and
reunion chairman.
One block front SJS
ith & Santa Clara
A no-host reception and lunch

WELCOME ALUMNI
to HOMECOMING 1965

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

-.
:
4,4
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Main Store

Annex
14)7 F,. San Carlos
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%r.NS. J. for owl. 25 years
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WE ARE NOT KIDDING YOU!!

Free Streamers

i4

Happy Homecoming
to
Alumni and students

13 I

Gardens, 1500 Almaden Road, immediately
after the SJS-UOP football game. Present seniors and +heir quests are invited to attend the
dance, which is free of charge.

,

Group Works
Eight Months
On Activities
This (-;ti*.-,
oming .pt ivities arr the end product of eight
months of work by a 14-member
committee which has been described by its adviser as "the most
imaginative committee I’ve ever
seen."
Don Betando, associate professor
of industrial arts and faculty adviser for the ASH committee, went
on to say that this year’s western
theme and "western dress" day
show "a break -through in spirit
and tradition."
Heading the committee is 21 year-old Mark Hutchins, a business industrial management major
who worked last year as parade
chairman for Homecoming.
Other members and their specific duties are: Bob Allen, treasurer; Phil Hiaring, publicity.; Miss
Penny Schwellenbach, downtown
merchants; Miss Sally Hart, secretary; Dennis Brusaschetti, halftime; Don Phelps, parade; Miss
Andrea Lerios, queens; Miss Patty
Skow, Greek co-ordinator; Miss
Marcia Kelly, independent coordinator; Bill Honey, buttons;
Jeff Conway, bonfire; and Jim
Hunt, coronation ball.
Walter Konishi, assistant prolessor of education, advises the
group along with Betando.
P’YRAMIDS

r

Reservations

Si. Claire

PAUL J. SCOLA

..ratIt’ISertrice
74 W. San Carlos
4

RES.: 266 5908
OFFICE: 378-4123
.?4, 40. ***** ************ ********* ******************4
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THIS IS THE LOOK!

TOWNE & KING
WOOL & MOHAIR
SWEATER IN
HORIZONTAL STRIPES

17.95
GO GRODINS GO HORIZONTAL! Forward style for
the for-Nerd -thinking guy! Own this new hi V-neck
none better ... at the price!
sweater
This Year More Than Ever...Can You Afford NOT To Go CROWNS?
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before or after the ball game
McDONALD’S AMAZING MENU
100% Pure Beef Hamburgers
Tempting Cheeseburgers
Old-Fashioned Shakes
Crisp Golden French Fries
ThirstQuenching Coke
Delightful Root Beer
Coffee As You like It
Full-Flavored Orange Drink
Refreshing Cold Milk

Make your first stop at McDonald’s.
Whether you have a party of two, four,
or twenty, we can serve you in a few
seconds each. McDonald’s Hamburgers
are made of 100% pure beef, government
inspected and ground fresh daily. They’re
served piping hot and delicious on a
toasted bun. Come in today . .. you’ll get
fast, cheerful, courteous service ... plenty
of parking . . . no car hops .. . no tipping
... the tastiest food in town at extra
thrifty prices.

look for the golden arches,’

cDonald’d Ilq.
_ 3rd and San Carlos

ir
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STUDENT
SPECIAL
Ai

II

98$
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Black only

---"I"Ct

DESK STAND
Use three Pyramids
Ono ter base
emotes titres times
tbe usable team
MODEL scese
Beautiful Slack
At yew Seudent
Steve New!

10/ , ,
ok,...... jills5

Vil .-.0’"

cpartan

Sook4tore
"Right on Campus"

1

This scholastic discount is offered only through STATE FARM
INSURANCE in addition to 2 -car, compact car and driver traiiiing discounts.

ANA

4..,,As"

i
i
:
:
i

If you earned a "B" average in your SPRING SEMESTER, YOU
will receive an EXTRA 20% discount or savings of $50-$150 on
CAR INSURANCE.

Holiday Travel

u.

0, MAN

1

811AUT 8TI DEVI’S
DO SAVE 8 8 8
WITI I
STATE FARN1 I NSFRAINCE

Call Us Now
for

CY 7-1700

)

"C4F2.0DINS
the store that knows you! ig men best
VALLEY FAIR
SHOP MON. THROUGH FRI. UNTIL 9:30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., FRI. UNTIL 9:30 P.M.

